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Abstract
The A-10 military attack aircraft employs an automated weapons delivery
system to improve weapons delivery accuracy for free-fall munitions. The
performance of this automated system is largely effected by the accuracy of the
aircraft's altitude measurement. Throughout the A-10's tactical altitude
range, the nominal performance of GPS represents the most accurate altitude
measurement available to the aircraft.
A concern with the use of GPS for weapons delivery is the degradation in
performance during a degraded GPS mode or a GPS outage. In the absences of
a GPS measurement, some form of an atmospheric sensor measurement is
required to account for aircraft altitude changes. Depending on the vertical
velocity of the aircraft, measurement lag in the atmospheric pressure sensor
can represent a significant error source. Different techniques requiring
different navigational architecture designs are possible to minimize altitude
errors when GPS measurements are not available.
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1.0 Introduction
1.1 Motivation for the Research
As the United States Air Force's premiere ground-attack fighter, the
mission of the A-10 can be summarized as fulfilling the primary combat role
of the Air Force: "putting bombs on targets." An essential element for
accurate weapons delivery is reducing the altitude uncertainty of the delivery
platform. The integration of Global Positioning System (GPS) information
with other navigational sensor outputs onboard the United States Air Force
(USAF) A-10 aircraft is a means of accomplishing this task.
1.2 Problem Statement
The purpose of this research is to provide insight into the benefits and
issues involved in using GPS altitude for weapons delivery in the A-10. An
initial analysis was conducted to examine the effects of velocity and position
errors on weapons delivery accuracy for the A-10. This analysis showed that
minimizing altitude error results in a considerable increase in weapons
delivery performance. Therefore, this research concentrates on the use of
GPS as a means of reducing this error. A problem with the use of GPS is the
low transmission power of the signal. This fact, coupled with the high
dynamics of a military attack aircraft, can make this signal extremely volatile
in a hostile combat environment. Prior to weapons release, due to a
combination of aircraft body shadowing during maneuvering or electronic
countermeasures such as jamming by the adversary, the GPS signal may no
longer be available.
1.3 Overview of Research
For this study, a performance goal is defined that represents an altitude
accuracy level that will consistently achieve reasonable bombing results. In
light of this performance goal, this research primarily investigates altitude
accuracy during routine GPS operations, which includes momentary periods
in a degraded mode. In addition, this study also explores the ramifications for
a complete GPS outage prior to weapons release. A realistic time duration for
this outage is 5 minutes due to the effective antijamming capability of the
A-10's Controlled Radiation Pattern Antenna (CRPA). During such an
outage, this study examines the issues that limit satisfying the altitude
accuracy performance goal.
1.4 Approach to Solution
The approach taken in this research was to first establish the validity of
improving altitude accuracy. Next, a realistic altitude accuracy goal was
defined for the A-10. Following this analysis, the design of the proposed
navigational system for the A-10 was examined. In particular, the
effectiveness of the novel Kalman filter model used in this system to
minimize altitude error was explored. Flight test results from this proposed
system were then examined in light of the performance goal. Based on the
flight test results, potential solution methods were addressed to improve
performance during routine GPS operations and also for a complete GPS
outage. Following this, analysis implications for a GPS outage were accessed.
Finally, a summary of the significant results from this research is presented.
2.0 Background
2.1 Overview
This section consists of a brief historical perspective describing the
development of the proposed GPS navigation design for the A-10. Next, the
mission and tactics for this aircraft are described, followed by an overview of
the A-10's automated weapons delivery system. A sensitivity analysis is then
conducted to establish the validity of this research and also to define a realistic
performance goal for altitude accuracy. Finally, a description and error
characteristics are presented for the current components comprising the
altitude system on the A-10.
2.2 Historical Perspective
The Charles Stark Draper Laboratory (Draper) is the primary design
agency responsible for developing an upgrade to the current navigational
suite in the A-10 aircraft. The primary purpose for this mid-life upgrade is to
integrate GPS information into the A-10's existing navigational platform.
The proposed GPS navigational suite for this integration was designed and
built by engineers at Draper. At the time of this writing, this navigational
suite is in the flight test phase. The results of these tests will be used to
modify this proposed design. As part of the overall integration effort, issues
related to the robustness, reliability, and accuracy of the upgraded
navigational suite are being addressed.
2.3 A-10 Mission & Tactics
The A-10 is a single-seat, twin-engine, ground-attack fighter that plays a
pivotal role in fulfilling the USAF close air support mission. In fulfilling this
mission, the A-10 is required to operate in close proximity to friendly ground
troops. This requirement further motivates the need for accurate weapons
delivery since collateral damage is unacceptable. Although the A-10 does
perform preplanned targeting, much of its mission is geared toward attacking
unplanned "targets-of-opportunity." Likewise, the A-10's mission dictates
that it be able to perform multiple back-to-back weapons deliveries while
providing continuous ground support in a combat environment.
The A-10's tactical altitude range for releasing free fall munitions is
between 300 and 10,000 feet Above Ground Level (AGL). The weapons release
maneuvers that the A-10 performs are diving, pop-up, and level deliveries.
Based on the aircraft's pitch attitude during weapons release, the diving
deliveries can be classified into the following three general categories: low
dive angle, medium dive angle, and high dive angle. A pop-up delivery is
essentially the same as a diving delivery. While flying at a low altitude, the
aircraft "pops-up" to gain altitude and then makes a diving delivery on the
target. This maneuver combines the geometric advantage of performing a
diving delivery with the tactical advantage of operating at a low altitude. The
dive angle associated with a level delivery is zero, and this delivery is
normally performed at a low altitude. For the deliveries described,
representative airspeeds in nautical miles per hour (kn) and minimum AGL
release altitudes in feet are listed in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1. Typical Release Conditions for A-10 Weapons Delivery.
Approximate Dive Airspeeds in Minimum
Angle nautical miles per Weapons Release(deg) hour Altitude (ft)
0 (level) 320 300
15 (low) 300 1,200
30 (medium) 325 2,200
45 (high) 375 4,000
The A-10 does release guided munitions or "smart" bombs that can
"self-navigate" to a selected target. For these weapons, altitude accuracy is not
as critical. Yet, the cost of a guided munitions as compared to a traditional or
free-fall bomb makes their unadulterated use impractical. Traditional bombs
have been demonstrated to be effective weapons. While operating in the
close proximity to friendly ground forces, these weapons must be employed
with a high degree of accuracy. Minimizing the amount of uncertainty in the
aircraft's altitude at weapons release is an effective means of achieving this
degree of weapons delivery accuracy.
2.3.1 Description of Automated Weapons Delivery System
In an effort to enhance the aircraft's ability to fulfill its mission
statement, operational A-10 airplanes have been upgraded with the Low
Altitude Safety and Targeting Enhancement (LASTE) system. This system
significantly increases the A-10's combat effectiveness and survivability. A
key feature of LASTE is its function as an automated weapons delivery
system. Operating in this capacity, LASTE has the ability to calculate and
display to the pilot a Continuously Computed Impact Point (CCIP) for any
selected weapon. This feature applies an integration algorithm to calculate a
bomb's ballistic trajectory and displays on the Heads Up Display (HUD) a
"pipper" symbol indicating to the pilot the bomb's nominal impact point on
the ground. Once a particular weapon is selected, the required inputs for this
system are the aircraft's altitude, velocity, and dive angle and the winds.
Deviations from the nominal bomb impact point indicated by the pipper
symbol on the HUD results primarily from errors in these inputs. For a calm
wind day, this study examines the effects of navigational errors on bombing
performance.
2.3.2 Operation of Automated Weapons Delivery System
The automated weapons delivery system has dramatically improved
the bombing performance for the A-10. Prior to the advent of this system,
pilots employed a manual or "iron-sight" bombing technique. Using this
technique, a pilot would maneuver his aircraft to a predefined reference
location and altitude for weapons release. Because of the CCIP feature, this
technique is significantly different from a weapons release using the LASTE
automated weapons delivery system. Using this system, the pilot does not
"pickle" or release the weapon at a predefined location, but waits until the
pipper is over the target. This seemingly subtle difference can have a
significant effect on a weapon's linear miss distance.
For the LASTE automated weapons delivery system, a sensitivity
analysis is conducted to determine the impact of an aircraft navigational error
on weapons delivery accuracy. The CCIP feature causes the method used to
calculate the sensitivity of an aircraft altitude error to weapons delivery
performance to differ from the iron-sight method. With the CCIP, if the
aircraft's altitude is in error, the piper would not overlay the target when the
aircraft arrived at the location where the iron-sight method would dictate
weapons release. As a result, the pilot does not pickle the weapon at the same
location. Altitude errors using the LASTE automated weapons delivery
system can be visualized as corresponding errors in the ground elevation of
the target.
gamma
phi flight path
ballistic trajectory
sightline
true ground (+200-ft altitude error)
true ground (+100-ft altitude error)
LASTE-defined around phi - -- LASTE target
true ground (-100-ft altitude error)
true ground (-200-ft altitude error)
Figure 2-1. LASTE Automated Weapons Delivery System Altitude Errors.1
In Figure 2-12, the LASTE-defined ground reference results due to an
error in the altitude supplied to the automated weapons delivery system.
Depending on the sign of altitude error, the true ground is either above or
below this LASTE-defined ground. The sightline corresponds to the position
on the true ground that the pipper appears to overlay. Regardless of altitude
error, the actual target is always located at the intersection of the sightline and
the true ground. For a particular altitude error, the intersection of the ballistic
trajectory and the true ground shows the weapon's impact distance relative to
the actual target. If no error were present, then the ground reference defined
by LASTE would be correct, and a direct hit of the target would result. If the
true altitude were less than the altitude supplied to the automated delivery
system, then the weapon would impact long of the target. Likewise, if the
true altitude were greater then the weapon, would impact short of the target.
1This and subsequent weapons delivery figures are replicated from similar drawings by Capt.
Jeff Eggers during a personal conversation. Capt. Eggers is USAF A-10 pilot formerly assigned
to the 5 7th Test Group at Nellis AFB, where he was responsible for overseeing the development
and implementation of LASTE for the A-10.
2 The aircraft pictured in this and subsequent weapons delivery figures is from a PowerPoint
v3.0b "Clip Art" file licensed to Draper.
2.4 Sensitivity Analysis
2.4.1 Background
In the fictitious case where the effects of drag are absent, the ballistic
calculations can be solved analytically. The introduction of the real-world
effects of drag necessitates the use of a numerical integration algorithm to
calculate a bomb's free-fall trajectory. The basis for this sensitivity analysis
was a ballistics algorithm developed at Draper using the commercial software
product MatlabTM produced by The Math Works, Inc.3 For this study, this
algorithm was then modified to calculated bombing sensitivities for the
LASTE automated weapons delivery system.
2.4.1.1 Geometry for Calculating Bombing Errors
Using the illustration in Figure 2-2, the calculation for a weapon's
linear miss distance is demonstrated for a positive altitude error.
Figure 2-2. Geometry for Calculating a Weapon's Linear Miss Distance.
To determine a weapon's linear miss distance, the Bomb Range Error
(BRE) and Release Point Error (RPE) must be calculated. The BRE is found
from a two-step process. First, the linear distance traveled by the weapon is
determined for when the weapon is released at the correct altitude. Next, this
same distance is calculated for when the weapon is released at the erroneous
3This algorithm was originally developed by Mr. J. Arnold Soltz, an engineer at Draper.
altitude. The BRE is then defined as the difference between these two linear
distances. For the illustration depicted in Figure 2-2, BRE has a negative
value. The RPE is calculated from a geometric relationship relating similar
right triangles where the sightline forms the hypotenuse for the two triangles.
From Figure 2-2, the vertical leg of the larger right triangle is defined as the
altitude supplied to the automated weapons delivery system and the
horizontal leg is defined as the distance from the aircraft to the LASTE target.
The vertical leg of the smaller right triangle is defined as the value of the
altitude error and the horizontal leg is defined as the distance from the
LASTE target to the true target. For the altitude error depicted in Figure 2-2,
RPE has a positive value. From these two error measurements, the bomb's
linear miss distance is defined as the sum of the BRE and RPE.
2.4.1.2 Weapons Delivery Specification
The performance of a weapon released using an automated weapons
delivery system can be measured either in terms of a milliradian (MRAD)
error or as a linear miss distance. The later measure is the actual distance on
the earth's surface between the intended target and the impact point of the
weapon. The two quantities comprising linear miss distance are the along-
track and the cross-track error components. As their names respectively
imply, these components comprise the linear miss distance along and lateral
to the aircraft's flight path. Errors in an aircraft's altitude and vertical velocity
contribute to the along-track error component.
The USAF specification for assessing bombing accuracy is defined in
terms of MRAD errors and not in terms of the more conventional linear miss
distance described. The MRAD specification maps a linear miss distance
defined on the earth surface to an angular measure defined in the plane of
the aircraft's HUD. This coordinate transformation allows the performance
of an automated weapons delivery system to be measured in the same
reference frame that the system used to calculate its ballistic solution.
According to this specification, the limits describing an acceptable level for
bombing accuracy is a maximum error of 5 MRAD.
2.4.1.3 Method for Determining Error
In Figure 2-3, the angle a formed between the sightline and the line
from the aircraft to the impact point defines the MRAD error in the HUD
plane. A derivation for this error is developed in this section using the
geometric relationships shown in Figure 2-3. In this derivation, all angles are
defined in radians.
Figure 2-3. Geometry for Calculating an MRAD Bombing Error.
The aircraft's sightline defines the nominal slant range distance to the
target. This distance is calculated via the Pythagorean theorem, where the
two legs of the right triangle are the altitude and the horizontal distance to
the target both determined at the time of weapons release. Likewise, the
angle 0 is determined at the time of release using a basic property for a right
triangle. By definition, the angle 1 must equal the difference of the angles 0
and a. The following three variables are first defined, then a derivation of a
is shown for a long linear miss distance.
x = miss_ distance
y = slant_ range = x(altitude2 + horizontal distance_to target2 )
= arcta izon t altitude to taget(horizontal_ distance_ to_ target
(2-1)
(2-2)
(2-3)
Applying these three definitions, the angle a is determined as follows:
sin f sin(o -a) sin a
y y x (2-4)
(sin 0cos a - cos 0 sin a) sin a
y x (2-5)
sin 0 cot a - cos # = y
x (2-6)
a = arctan sin 
-
- + cos 
€x (2-7)
An analogous derivation of a for a short miss distance results with the
angle 0 replaced by the angle r - 0. When scaled by 103, the angle a from
Eq. (2-7) becomes the MRAD error.
On whole, the MRAD error is a reliable and accurate measure for
correctly assessing weapons delivery performance. Yet, due to the geometric
relationships governing this coordinate transformation, linear miss distances
and MRAD errors do not necessarily share a positive correlation. For certain
realistic delivery conditions, a particular aircraft navigation error can
simultaneously cause linear miss distance to increase and MRAD error to
decrease. Discrepancies such as this cause ambiguity to exist when assessing a
weapon's true performance solely using the MRAD measure. Therefore, both
MRAD error along with the corresponding linear miss distance are examined
in this analysis.
2.4.1.4 Ballistic Free-Fall Equation
The following ballistic equation is used in the Matlab algorithm to
describe a bomb's free-fall trajectory and also appears in Ref. [1].
V = -c (2-8)
with
V=time rate of change of velocity
j= gravity
c= scalar coefficient modeling the bomb's density and drag coefficient
According to Ref. [2], Eq. (2-8) expressed as a function of the square of
velocity accurately reflects the ballistic trajectory within the airspeed range of
the A-10.
2.4.1.5 Assessing Performance
A reference source used in developing the sensitivity analysis for this
study were the results reported in Ref. [3] from a similar analysis conducted by
General Electric Aerospace for the A-10. In this report, a computer simulation
was used to determine the sensitivity of 20 different error sources for a variety
of weapons and release conditions. The overall sensitivity for a particular set
of weapons release conditions was then determined by root-sum-squaring the
errors from all 20 of these error sources. In the analysis conducted for this
research, the full 5-MRAD error is budgeted purely to an error in the aircraft's
altitude. Even with this simplistic allotment of the error budget, the 5-MRAD
specification can still be difficult to satisfy.
2.4.2 Development
The components of the aircraft navigation state required by the
automated weapons delivery system are altitude, velocity, and dive angle. In
this study, an analysis was conducted to investigate the sensitivity of altitude
and velocity errors on weapons delivery performance. The two components
of velocity examined in this study were the horizontal (airspeed) and the
vertical velocity components. A lateral velocity error approximately
translates an along-track miss distance resulting from a similar airspeed error
to a cross-track miss distance.
A statistical analysis method was used for this study to assess the
relative merit of a particular aircraft navigational errors on weapons delivery
performance. Assuming calm winds, this analysis investigated the effects of a
typical one standard deviation error in altitude and velocity for all possible
weapons delivery conditions. These standard deviation values were selected
based on known system error characteristics and performance specifications.
To rigorously examine the effects of an altitude error, a one standard
deviation value of 30 ft was selected. This error corresponds to a typical
altitude error with GPS available. Altitude errors without GPS can be an
order of magnitude greater than this 30-ft error value. The standard
deviation values for velocity errors were selected from USAF specification
SNU-84-1. 4 This document states a standard deviation value of 2.0 ft/s for
vertical velocity (Vz) error and a standard deviation value of 2.5 ft/s for
airspeed (Vx) error. These values represent typical velocity errors without
GPS available. When using military precision code, Ref. [4] states a formal
velocity accuracy specification for GPS as, "velocity accuracy in any dimension
shall be 0.1 meters/second [0.33 ft/s] rms [root mean squared] or better" (pg.
56). This formal specification value is nearly an order of magnitude less than
the velocity values selected for this study. Using these three standard
deviation values, the effects of a particular aircraft navigation error on
weapons delivery performance was examined.
2.4.2.1 Analysis Method
The four release parameters defining a weapon's ballistic trajectory are
the dive angle, horizontal velocity, altitude, and coefficient of drag. The
sensitivity of a one standard deviation navigation error to the various
combinations of these four parameters was determined using a factorial
analysis.
For this analysis, a high and low extreme value was defined for each of
these four parameters. For this study, a plus (+) symbol denotes the high
extreme value and a minus (-) symbol denotes the low extreme values.
Table 2-2 contains the high and low values selected for these four parameters.
Table 2-2. High and Low Parameter Values for Factorial Analysis.
Parameter Plus Value (+) Minus Value (-)
Dive Angle 45 deg 0 deg
Velocity (Vx) 650 ft/s 450 ft/s
Release Altitude 4000 ft 300 ft
Drag 10x (drag coefficient) 1x (drag coefficient)
The high release altitude value of 4,000 ft represents a more realistic
altitude for this analysis than the actual operational extreme for the A-10.
Using Eq. (2-8), a high extreme value for drag was determined by selecting a
drag coefficient such that the results from the Matlab algorithm closely
modeled the results in Ref. [3] for a specific high-drag weapon used by the
4SNU-84-1 is a document detailing performance specifications for an Inertial Navigation
System.
A-10. The corresponding low drag value was then selected out of
convenience to be an order of magnitude less than this value.
For these four upper and lower values, a full factorial analysis consists
of constructing a matrix with 4 rows and 24 columns to describe all possible
combinations for these delivery extremes. For a one standard deviation
velocity error, a full 24 factorial analysis was conducted to determine the
greatest linear miss distance. Following this analysis, a partial 23 factorial
analysis was then conducted to determine the greatest linear miss distance
resulting from a one standard deviation altitude error. For this error, only a
partial factorial analysis was needed, since initial results showed that altitude
errors are much more sensitive at a lower release altitude.
2.4.3 Results
The altitude error sensitivity plot shown in Figure 2-4 was calculated
for a low drag, level delivery at 320 kn. The along-track miss distances were
calculated at 100-ft increments from the nominal release altitude by
linearizing about a ±30-ft altitude error. At low altitudes, the nonlinear
effects of a positive and negative altitude error are the most pronounced. A
linear regression analysis was conducted to determine the validity of this
linearization. This analysis showed that at the lowest release altitude of 100
ft, linearizing about a ±30-ft altitude error caused an adjusted R2 value of 99.6
percent.5 At a release altitudes above 300 ft this linearization resulted in an
adjusted R2 value of 100%. Therefore, the errors introduced by linearizing
about a ±30-ft altitude error are minor.
5Adjusted R2 is the correlation coefficient "adjusted" to account for the number of variables used
in the model. This adjustment causes adjusted R2 to be a more accurate measure than the
correlation coefficient.
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Figure 2-4. Linear Miss Distance for a 30 ft Altitude Error.
The plot in Figure 2-4 shows that weapons delivery performance is
extremely sensitive at low release altitudes to an aircraft altitude error. For
instance, at a nominal release altitude of 300 ft, every foot of altitude error
results in nearly 4 ft of along-track miss distance.
The full 24 factorial error analysis chart shown in Table 2-3 is for a
positive one standard deviation velocity error. The parameters are arranged
in descending order where the most sensitive factor appears in the left-most
column in the chart.
i !
Table 2-3. Results for Airspeed and Vertical Velocity Errors.
Full 24 Factorial Analysis for a One Standard Deviation Velocity Error
Vz error Vx error
Drag Release Velocity Pitch Miss Miss
Altitude (Vx Angle Distance Distance
+ + + + -3.9854 8.7980
+ + + - -3.4543 7.8058
+ + - + -4.3669 11.0542
+ + - - -4.0137 10.5625
+ - + + -13.2489 1.5860
+ - + - -14.5237 5.4730
+ - - + -11.3192 2.2275
+ - - - -13.1505 6.5340
- + + + -20.9821 16.6190
- + + - -26.3754 29.6573
- + - + -15.9135 20.5286
- + - - -20.6687 32.1873
- - + + -26.0194 1.5953
- - + - -35.5204 9.9435
-- - + -18.4970 2.2519
S- - - -25.5206 10.1949
A 23 factorial analysis
deviation altitude error of
descending order with the
column of the chart.
is shown in Table 2-4 for a positive one standard
30 ft. Again, the parameters are arranged in
most sensitive factor located in the left-most
Table 2-4. 23 Factorial Analysis for a Positive 30 ft Altitude Error.
.... (ft -,- : ; v'i -H' "
___ Velocity Distance (ft)
+ + + -0.88301
+ + - -1.6486
+ - + -0.7044
+ - - -1.3378
- + + -130.4010
- + - -94.2872
- + -143.5206
- -99.4575
A summary of the most sensitive release conditions for a navigation
error in velocity and altitude are shown in Table 2-5.
Table 2-5. Most Sensitive Release Conditions for a Navigation Error.
Left Column Contains the Aircraft's Navigation Error at Weapons Release
Aircraft's Navigation Drag Release Velocity Pitch
Error at Release Altitud (Vx) Angle
Airspeed error - + - -
Vertical velocity error - - + -
Altitude error - - + -
2.4.4 Research Validity Established
The results from the factorial analysis in Section 2.4.3 are shown
graphically in Figure 2-5.
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Figure 2-5. Bar Graph Representation of Factorial Analysis Results.
The results from the factorial analysis show that a one standard
deviation error in altitude causes a linear miss distance several times greater
than for a one standard deviation error in velocity. These results establish
the validity of analyzing the use of GPS as a means of reducing altitude error
for the A-10.
2.4.5 Development of Performance Goal
The analysis in Section 2.4.3 showed that a high-speed, low-altitude,
level release of a low-drag munitions is the most sensitive set of release
conditions to an aircraft altitude error. Therefore, this set of release
conditions was selected to determine the altitude accuracy performance goal
used for this study.
With the exception of airspeed, in the development of this
performance goal, the corresponding extreme parameter values from
Table 2-2 for the release conditions described were used. The high-airspeed
extreme value of 650 ft/s does not represent a realistic airspeed for this set of
release conditions. In order to develop a performance goal that represented a
realistic delivery condition, the level release airspeed of 320 kn (540 ft/s) from
Table 2-1 was used instead.
The linear miss distance and MRAD error for a 540-ft/s, low-drag, level
weapons delivery at 300 ft AGL are graphically shown in Figure 2-6 for a
particular aircraft altitude error.
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Figure 2-6. Weapons Release Analysis to Define Performance Goal.
From these results, a linear regression analysis was conducted that
validated that a 5 MRAD error occurs for a -22.7-ft altitude error with a
corresponding linear miss distance of -89.0 ft. Therefore, the performance
goal defined for this research is 23 ft. Since the 5-MRAD error budget must be
spread over at least 19 other known error sources, in order to fully satisfy the
bombing specification, complete elimination of altitude error is theoretically
required. As a result, any amount of improvement in minimizing altitude
uncertainty is beneficial.
2.5 Description of Current Altitude Systems
This section describes the altitude measuring devices currently
available to the A-10. These devices are a Central Air Data Computer (CADC),
an Inertial Navigation System (INS), and a radar altimeter.
2.5.1 Central Air Data Computer
The Central Air Data Computer, operating at a rate of 25 Hz, converts
measured atmospheric pressure to an altitude measurement based on the
Standard Atmosphere model Ref. [5]. It is not uncommon for this derived
altitude, know as pressure altitude, to be in error by as much as 5 to 10 percent
from the true Mean Sea Level (MSL) altitude Ref. [6]. This error is substantial
and translates to a gross altitude error of 500 to 1,000 ft at a true MSL altitude
of 10,000 ft. Although pressure altitude may be an inaccurate measure of true
altitude, the advantages of using this measurement are its excellent reliability
and stability properties.
2.5.2 Inertial Navigation System
An INS provides an excellent high-rate measure of the aircraft's
velocity by integrating the aircraft's acceleration. The current INS for the
A-10 operates at 50 Hz. In addition to the errors due to integration drift, the
main disadvantage of an INS is its inherent instability in the vertical
navigation dimension. This instability results due to the variations in the
Earth's gravitational acceleration, which varies as a function of latitude and
altitude.
The accelerometers located in an INS sense both the accelerations of
the Earth and the aircraft. From this measure, the INS must correctly
distinguish the accelerations associated purely with the aircraft's motion.
Accelerometer errors or anomalies in the gravity model used by the INS will
cause the INS's altitude calculated from twice integrating acceleration to be
unstable. This instability causes INS altitude errors to double every 395 s Ref.
[1]. In order to bound this exponential error growth, pressure altitude is
supplied as an input to "aid" the INS. As a result, the reliability and stability
features of pressure altitude are taken advantage of to offset this instability in
the INS. With a nominal filter time constant ("one-over-e-time") of
approximately 100 s, the altitude supplied by the INS is constrained to the
altitude supplied by the aiding source. To compensate for the slow response
time associated with pressure altitude during periods of high vertical
maneuvering, the INS internally allows this time constant to "open-up" to
nearly twice its nominal value during these periods. The effect of this
increase is to allow INS altitude to more accurately reflect the true aircraft's
altitude during times when the pressure altitude has trouble "keeping up."
2.5.3 Radar Altimeter System
The radar altimeter for the A-10 is operationally limited to altitudes
below 5,000 ft AGL. Further, the performance of this device is altitude-
dependent with a specified accuracy of ±5 percent of the measured AGL
altitude. The proposed GPS navigational system for the A-10 does not
include inputs from the radar altimeter.
2.6 Current Systems Error Characteristics
2.6.1 Atmospheric Effects
Atmospheric variations from the theoretical standard day are the
primary difference between pressure altitude supplied by the Central Air Data
Computer and true altitude. For a given true altitude, these atmospheric
variations largely appear as a scale-factor error in pressure altitude. A typical
atmospheric scale-factor error is around 3 percent. Therefore, at a true MSL
altitude of 5,000 ft, a 3 percent atmospheric scale-factor error causes pressure
altitude to be in error by 150 ft.
Pressure altitude is calculated based on an ideal atmospheric model.
This models assumes that for a given altitude, a constant pressure surface
exits. Therefore, measured atmospheric pressure can be converted to an
altitude measure using the assumptions of the Standard Atmospheric model
Ref. [5]. This model infers a standard temperature-to-pressure altitude
dependence that allows altitude to be determined from a single measure of
pressure, hence the term "pressure altitude." By accounting for the measured
temperature, the atmospheric scale-factor errors in pressure altitude can be
largely reduced. The automated weapons delivery system described for the
A-10 uses an atmospheric correction technique to determine altitude. The
results from this system are not included in this study.
Despite any correction techniques, a fundamental error source remains
with the use of an atmospheric measure of altitude. This error is due to the
variations in atmospheric pressure along a constant true altitude trajectory.
A statistical analysis describing the expected true altitude change for a given
horizontal distance traveled along a constant pressure surface is presented in
Ref. [7]. This analysis was developed using meteorological results collected in
the United Kingdom over a course of a year. These results are repeated here
in this research document for a pressure surface of 850 millibars (mb) and are
shown in Table 2-6. This pressure surface corresponds to a Standard Day
pressure altitude of 4,750 ft, and represents a median tactical altitude value for
the A-10. The results in Table 2-6 show the expected true altitude change in
meters (m) for a horizontal distance traveled in nautical miles (nmi).
The slope values in Table Tabl
Horizontal
2-6 have an approximately ConfiConfi
normal probability distribution lev
with a mean 0.46 ft/nmi and a 5'
standard deviation of 0.34 ft/nmi. 15
Flying at a typical airspeed of 500 25
35
ft/s, an A-10 will travel 25 nmi in 5 45
min. While flying at this airspeed 55
along a constant pressure surface of 65
850 mb, in 5 min, a mean change of 75
11.3 ft will result in true altitude 85
with a standard deviation of 8.4 ft.
Using the slope value
corresponding to a 95-percent confidence level,
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2.6.2 Atmospheric Sensor Errors
6Asbury, M. J. A., Forrester, D. A., Dixon, C. S., and Johannessen, R., "Probability Distributions
that are Important when Assessing Barometric Aiding to GPS," Proceedings of The Institute of
Navigation Satellite Division's International Technical Meeting (ION GPS-90), Colorado
Springs, CO, 19-21 September 1990, (pg. 448).
The atmospheric sensors measure both temperature and pressure. The
pressure measurement is needed to calculate pressure altitude, while the
temperature measurement can be used to minimize the atmospheric scale-
factor error in this altitude measurement. Nominal errors in the pressure
sensor translates to an error in pressure altitude of "±15 ft at sea level to ±80
ft at 50 000" Ref. [8] (pg. 167). The sensor used to measure temperature can
have a scale factor error as large as ±3 percent.
2.6.3 Measurement Lag
Measurement lag in the atmospheric sensors represents a fundamental
concern during high-speed vertical maneuvering. In particular, rapid climbs
or dives from one pressure surface to another will cause the pressure sensor
to lag the true pressure change. An analytical expression for determining
pressure sensor lag is stated in Ref. [8]. According to this reference,
When air in tubing between a pressure source and an instrument is
flowing, the pressure at the instrument is different from the pressure
at the source, and the indication of the instrument is in error by an
amount equivalent to the pressure drop between the two ends of the
tubing. For a rate of pressure change dp/dt at the pressure source, the
pressure drop Ap and the lag of the pressure system are related by the
following equation:
p= dp
dt
where A is the lag constant of the system. (pg. 147)
Using the pressure sensor model described in Ref. [8], a lag constant of
0.42 s results at an altitude of 6,000 ft.
2.6.4 Inertial Navigation System Errors
The INS calculates altitude by twice integrating acceleration. Yet, this
integration is complicated due to the changing gravitational field of the Earth.
Since the Earth's and aircraft's accelerations can not be decoupled with
absolute certainty from the accelerometer measurements, an instability occurs
in the vertical navigation dimension for the INS. To prevent an exponential
error growth, this device is continually aided with pressure altitude. With a
nominal exponential time constant of approximately 100 s, the altitude
supplied by the INS will approach the altitude supplied by the aiding source.
Therefore, the altitude error characteristics of the INS are essentially the same
as those of pressure altitude supplied by the Central Air Data Computer.
2.6.5 Terrain Elevation Uncertainty
A potentially large source of error for weapons delivery is the
uncertainty of the target elevation. An altitude error or an error in target
elevation both affect weapons delivery accuracy in an identical fashion. If the
target is not located at a known elevation, an A-10 pilot must make a crude
interpolation while in-flight between contour lines on a tactical navigation
map (1:250 scale) to estimate the target's elevation. Using this technique, an
error in this estimate on the order of 100 ft is not uncommon, especially in
rugged terrain. For the A-10's mission of attacking unplanned targets,
minimizing this elevation uncertainty is vital for accurate weapons delivery.
One means of achieving this is through the use of a Digital Terrain Mapping
system, which is slated to be integrated on the A-10 in the near future.
3.0 Proposed Navigation System
The architecture for the proposed navigation system integrates a GPS
receiver and a system navigation filter with the existing Central Air Data
Computer and INS. The system navigation filter consists of a Kalman filter,
which is operated by a microprocessor housed inside a Control Display Unit
(CDU) on the A-10.
3.1 Overview of Proposed System's Design
The vertical navigation channel for the proposed system architecture is
shown in Figure 3-1. This architecture tightly couples the navigation devices
in an attempt to maximize overall system synergism.
Command Display
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Figure 3-1. Architecture Design for Proposed Navigation System.
In this architecture, pressure altitude from the Central Air Data
Computer is again used to stabilize the INS. In addition, pressure altitude is
also an input aiding the GPS receiver. While operating in the normal "INS
aiding mode," navigation information from the INS is also supplied as an
additional input to the GPS receiver. In this architecture, the CDU functions
as a central processing center for the navigation system. Information from
each of the navigational devices are transferred via a MIL-STD (Military
Standard) 1553 communications bus to the CDU where a Kalman filter is then
used to determine the system navigation solution. Using measurements
from the GPS receiver as its reference source, this Kalman filter estimates the
navigational errors in both the Central Air Data Computer and the INS.
Using these estimates, the 50-Hz navigation solution from the INS is
"corrected" and these corrected INS measurements then become the 50-Hz
system navigation solution.
3.2 Description of System Components
3.2.1 Global Positioning System
3.2.1.1 Background
The GPS constellation currently consists of 24 available satellites, each
in a 10,900-nmi orbit (12-h period). This satellite system "provides [GPS] users
with accurate, continuous, worldwide, all weather, common grid, three
dimensional positioning and navigation information" Ref. [9] (pg. 4).
The GPS satellites transmit both a C/A (Course Acquisition) and a P
(Precision) code. The P code is used by the military community, while the less
accurate C/A code is used primarily by the civilian community. For purposes
of national security, the Department of Defense (DoD) can intentionally
corrupt the transmitted GPS signal through the use of a feature known as
AS/SA (Anti-Spoofing/Selective Availability). The National Security Agency
(NSA) grants authorized GPS users cryptographic keys that allow these users
to maintain nominal GPS accuracy despite the use of AS/SA.
The GPS receiver for the prototype navigation system in the A-10 is a
Rockwell Collins Radio R-2332/AR (RCVR3-A). To determine position and
velocity, the receiver measures at a rate of once per second the pseudoranges
and delta ranges, respectively, from a minimum of four satellites. From these
measurements, the receiver can then solve the system of equations describing
the three position or velocity components and the GPS clock bias error.
When fewer than 4 satellites are present, the GPS solution is
underdetermined. This condition is known as a degraded GPS mode.
Although the manufacturer's specifications for this receiver allow the
simultaneous use of two GPS antennas, many practical considerations limit
the effective implementation of this feature. Therefore, in the design of the
proposed navigational system, a single GPS antenna is used and this antenna
is mounted on top of the A-10.
While the GPS receiver is operating in its normal INS-aided mode,
position and velocity from the INS are supplied as inputs to the receiver.
This INS information is then used by the receiver in this mode to provide an
extrapolated 12.5-Hz navigational solution.
3.2.1.2 Error Characteristics
Table 3-1 is from Ref. [4] and describes in meters the specifications for
GPS accuracy using P code.
Table 3-1. Specifications for GPS Accuracy Using P Code.7
Dimension 50th Percentile
Vertical Linear Error Probable (VLEP) 9 m [29.5 ft]
Horizontal Circular Error Probable (CEP) 8 m [26.2 ft]
Spherical Error Probable (SEP) 16 m [52.5 ft]
According to Ref. [4], the SEP of 16 m is the only formal specification for
GPS accuracy. The values for the vertical and the horizontal dimensions
shown in Table 3-1 are derived from this formal specification Ref. [4]. This
formal specification is intended to be satisfied by the GPS receiver during
State 5 operations.8
Test results demonstrate that for a particular satellite constellation, the
measured GPS altitude error appears as pseudobias with an approximate
standard deviation value of 30 ft. A constellation change occurs
approximately every 15 to 20 min in flight and introduces a new "bias" level
in the GPS altitude measurement. For the GPS receiver, these constellation
changes appear as sudden step changes in altitude with a standard deviation
value of approximately 30 ft.
A beneficial feature of the GPS receiver is that it provides an internal
estimate of the magnitude of its altitude error. This Estimated Vertical Error
(EVE) has been demonstrated in flight test to provide an excellent measure of
the true errors in the receiver's altitude measurement.
7User's Overview, YEE-82-009D, GPS Joint Program Office (JPO), March 1991, (pg. 59).
8State 5 operations are when the GPS receiver is tracking both the satellite code and carrier
signals. For purposes of the research, State 5 operations are not necessary for nominal altitude
accuracy.
3.2.2 System Navigation Filter
For the vertical navigation channel, this filter comprises a 5-state
Kalman filter, which is used to determine a 50-Hz vertical velocity and
altitude solution for the aircraft. Three of the states in this Kalman filter
represent INS error states, and the remaining two represent Central Air Data
Computer error states. The three INS error states are altitude, velocity, and
acceleration. Pressure altitude and the atmospheric scale-factor error are the
two remaining error states. The Kalman filter uses GPS measurements from
the receiver as the reference source to estimate these errors.
3.2.2.1 Atmospheric Altitude Error Model
A unique feature of the Kalman filter design is the novel atmospheric
altitude error model developed for the pressure altitude error state. This
model serves to minimize the aircraft's altitude error in the absence of a GPS
measurement. Using atmospheric sensor measurements, the Kalman filter
attempts to correctly estimate the true changes in the pressure altitude error
as the aircraft transitions altitude.
3.3 Development of Atmospheric Error Model
3.3.1 Background
This section presents the background necessary for the development of
the atmospheric model used in the pressure altitude error state for the
Kalman filter. The basis of this model is a derivation of the atmospheric
equation used to relate changes in atmospheric pressure to changes in true
altitude.
From Ref. [5], the change in atmospheric pressure (dP) is related to a
change in true altitude (dZ) by the hydrostatic equation which appears as:
dP = -pgdZ (3-1)
where g equals the earth's gravitational acceleration and the air
density, p, is defined by the ideal gas law, which appears as:
MPP MP (3-2)
R*T
In this equation, M represents the molecular weight, which is assumed
constant below an altitude of 86 km, R* is the universal gas constant, and T is
the measured temperature in degrees Kelvin (K) Ref. [5]. Combining these
two equations results in a formulation of the hydrostatic equation used to
describe pressure changes to true altitude changes below 86 km Ref. [5].
d InP = dP dZ (3-3)
P R xT
The error introduced in Eq. (3-3) by the first-order approximation
dPdlnP = dP
P
used in performing a numerical integration of this equation is of no
consequence. The update rate of the atmospheric sensors (25 Hz) combined
with the dynamic range of the A-10, causes this approximation to introduce
an altitude error on the order of 10- 7 ft Ref. [11]. Therefore, a numerical
integration of the hydrostatic equation appears as:
P -P
new old
Znewave g (3-4)
where pave is the average density over the column of air, and the subscripts
'old' and 'new' denote the previous and current measurements, respectively.
Although the true gravitational acceleration, g, varies as a function of an
aircraft's altitude and latitude, within the tactical altitude range of the A-10,
an appropriate constant g value can be used without introducing a significant
error in the results of Eq. (3-4).
Table 3-2 contains the values for the constants used for the pressure
altitude error model for the proposed navigation system.
Table 3-2. Atmospheric Values for the Pressure Altitude Error Model.
Parameter Value
g 9.8054 (m/s 2)
M 28.9644 (kg/Kmol)
R * 8314.3 (joules/K-Kmol)
An assumption used in applying the ideal gas law to determine air
density in Eq. (3-2) is that the air is completely dry. Moisture introduces an
additional pressure known as vapor pressure into the atmosphere. To
correctly account for the variations in altitude due to the presence of
humidity, the vapor pressure exerted by the moisture in the air mass must be
taken into consideration. This atmospheric pressure increase is embodied in
the concept known as virtual temperature. By definition, virtual
temperature "is the temperature of dry air having the same density and
pressure as a system of moist air" Ref. [10] (pg. 83). Eq. (3-3) can be rewritten to
incorporate the concept of virtual temperature, T_v, and appears as:
dP -g x MP - x dZ (3-5)
P R xT_v
where
T v T (3-6)3 e1--x-
8 P
with e being the vapor pressure and T the measured temperature
In order to determine the vapor pressure, a hydrometer is required to
measure the relative humidity outside of the aircraft. The pressure altitude
error model developed for the A-10 does not calculate a virtual temperature
measurement. A worst case analysis showed that at an approximate pressure
altitude of 9,900 ft an altitude error of 0.67 percent resulted from neglecting
virtual temperature and using Eq. (3-3) instead of (3-5) to determine altitude.
Addressing the validity of applying Eq. (3-5) to accurately determine an
aircraft's altitude, Professor Kerry A. Emanuel 9 writes, "the only
approximation of any consequence is the assumption that vertical
acceleration of air is very small compared to gravity, and this is an excellent
approximation except in some rare circumstances, [such as] in violent
thunderstorms" Ref. [11]. Other atmospheric phenomena that could also
cause this assumption to be violated are conditions such as strong winds
9 Professor Emanuel is Director of the Center for Meteorology and Physical Oceanography at
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
colliding against a mountainside causing "mountain waves" or severe frontal
conditions causing a drastic pressure differential to result Ref. [10] (pg. 81).
3.3.2 Derivation of Atmospheric Error Model
This section contains the derivation of the filter model developed by
Mr. James Donnalo to estimate the changes in pressure altitude error as a
function of the aircraft's true altitude change. The following definitions are
used in the derivation of this model.
pressure altitude = hCADC
true altitude = h
pressure altitude error = Bp
atmospheric scale-factor error = S CADCSF
The derivation of this error model takes advantage of the algorithms
used in the Central Air Data Computer to calculate pressure altitude (Hp)
from atmospheric pressure (P). Depending on measured atmospheric
pressure, the Central Air Data Computer employs two different series
expansion algorithms to calculate pressure altitude. Both of these series
expansion algorithms have their own associated set of coefficients. The first
expansion algorithm is used by the Central Air Data Computer to calculate
pressure altitude when the atmospheric pressure is greater than 7.25 inches of
mercury (in Hg). This atmospheric pressure range corresponds to a pressure
altitude of 34,400 ft or less. The next series expansion algorithm is used by the
Central Air Data Computer to calculate pressure altitudes greater than 34,400
ft (P < 7.25 in Hg). Since this later altitude range is not critical for weapons
delivery, the formulation of the pressure altitude error model for these
altitudes is included only for completeness in Appendix B.
Therefore, from Ref. [12] the first series expansion used by the Central
Air Data Computer to calculate pressure altitude is:
10 Mr. Donna is a key design engineer at Draper for the proposed A-10 navigational system.
* for P > 7.25 in Hg
Hp =1.2*51,000 [ an( 1
n= 0P+c
(3-7)
Table 3-3. CADC Coefficients for P > 7.25 in Hg.
Coefficient Value
a0 0.2172047
al -0.8216675
a2 -0.15594167
a3 -0.29378583
a4 -0.11748917
a5 -0.19359167
c 18.08
To correctly relate the changes in pressure altitude error to altitude
changes, the derivative of pressure altitude must be first taken with respect
pressure. Therefore, the partial derivative with respect to pressure for (3-7) is:
dhCADC _ 2Ck (a1  +xScADC_ 2 k (al + x (2 a2 + x(3a 3 + x(4a4 + x5a5 ))))]dP (p + C)2 11  5 (3-8)
where
= (P - C)
(P + C)
k = 1.2 * 51,000
Next, the derivative of true altitude must also be taken with respect to
measured pressure. In this derivation, Eq. (3-1) is used to determine the true
altitude. For convenience, this equation is repeated below and appears as:
dP = -pgdZ
with the air density, p, defined as:
MP
R*T
From Eq. (3-1), the partial derivative of the true altitude with respect to
atmospheric pressure can be expressed as:
htrue
dP
RT
MPg
By definition, the pressure altitude error state, Bp, equals:
(3-9)
(3-10)Bp = hCADC - htrue
The time derivative of Bp is:
B
p
B
P
=h - htCADC true
C hcADC
dP
htrue dP
dP ) dt
(3-11)
(3-12)
(3-13)dhCADC (dP
dP )dt
B = CADCSF x VCADCPz D
(3-14)
Therefore, the model for the pressure altitude error state appears as a
deterministic scale-factor error multiplying the time rate of change of
pressure altitude.
3.4 Proposed System Operation
The process used to determine the 50-Hz navigation solution by the
proposed system largely parallels the operation of the GPS receiver during its
normal INS aided mode. Therefore, the operation of the GPS receiver in this
mode is first described, followed by a description of how the proposed system
navigation solution is determined.
3.4.1 Operation of GPS Receiver
During its normal INS aided mode, velocity and altitude from the INS
are supplied to the GPS receiver at a rate of 12.5 Hz. The purpose for this INS
aiding is twofold. First, INS velocity is used to aid the receiver's tracking
loops so that satellites can be reacquired quickly following a momentary loss-
of-lock. The second reason is that INS altitudes and velocities are used to
produce a high-rate navigational solution from the GPS receiver.
The receiver processes pseudorange and delta range measurements at a
rate of 1 Hz. From these measurements, a Kalman filter internal to receiver
operating at 1 Hz is used to estimate the errors in INS altitude and velocity.
These 1-Hz error estimates are then extrapolated to the correct time of validity
for the 50-Hz INS measurements. These extrapolated error estimates are then
differenced from the INS measurements to produce a "corrected" INS
navigation solution. This corrected solution in turn becomes the 12.5-Hz GPS
receiver's altitude and velocity solution.
An additional input into the Kalman filter located inside the GPS
receiver is pressure altitude. Since this is the stabilizing source for the INS,
the errors in pressure altitude are required to correctly determine the errors in
the INS. A block diagram describing the operation of the vertical navigation
channel of the GPS receiver is shown in Figure 3-2. For this diagram, hlNS
and VzlNS, represent INS altitude and vertical velocity, respectively.
Likewise, the terms ShlNS and 3Vz NS, respectively represent INS altitude
error and INS vertical velocity error.
Figure 3-2. Block Diagram of GPS Receiver's Operation. 11
Both pressure altitude, hCADC, and INS altitude, hlNS, are in error
from the true altitude, htrue, by some given amount.
altitude, these two altitude measures can be expressed as:
In terms of true
h =h +BCADC true p+ B
h = h + ShINS true INS
(3-15)
(3-16)
The quantity Bp represents the error in pressure altitude, and ShN S is
the error in INS altitude. To determine a measurement of pressure altitude
error for the Kalman filter, pressure altitude is differenced from INS altitude.
Therefore, this measurement denoted by the letter z in the Kalman filter
appears as:
z = hCADC -h = B - ShINS p INS (3-17)
1 1This block diagram describing the operation of the GPS receiver and the subsequent block
diagram describing the operation of the proposed navigation system were both sketched by Mr.
James Donna during a personal conversation.
To correctly determine the pressure altitude error, Bp, from the measurement
shown in Eq. (3-17), the INS altitude error must be known.
In the Kalman filter for the GPS receiver, the equation used to model
the dynamics for the pressure altitude error state appears as:
Bp = 0 + noise (3-18)
In the absence of a measurement, this model claims that the expected
new value for pressure altitude error is equal to the previous value. As a
consequence of this model, a change in the estimate of pressure altitude error
can only result from a measurement of pressure altitude error. Yet, from the
measurement equation (Eq. (3-17)), the filter is only able to determine a
measurement for Bp if the INS altitude error is correctly known. During a
degraded mode, the navigation solution from the receiver is
underdetermined, which causes the amount of uncertainty in the knowledge
of INS altitude error to increase. As a result, little information about Bp can
be discerned from the measurement in Eq. (3-17). Due to the dynamics model
in Eq. (3-18) and the measurement in Eq. (3-17), the filter's estimate of
pressure altitude error remains practically unchanged during a degraded GPS
mode.
The receiver's pressure altitude error model described by Eq. (3-18) is
overly simplistic. Therefore, there is reason to be concern if using the GPS
receiver to determine altitude when less than four satellites are available.
The true errors in pressure altitude are not constant, but vary as a function of
the atmospheric properties within a particular air mass. The vast majority of
these variations result during aircraft altitude changes, and these variations
are described using Eq. (3-1).
During a degraded mode, the receiver's estimate of pressure altitude
error is only valid if the aircraft remains at the same altitude and within the
same air mass as prior to entering a degraded GPS mode. If the aircraft
transitions altitude when less than four satellites are available to the receiver,
using the simplistic pressure altitude error model in Eq. (3-18) can cause the
receiver's estimates of true altitude to be grossly in error. A numerical
example is presented to illustrate this point. For a typical atmospheric scale-
factor error of 3 percent, a pressure altitude error of 300 ft results at an altitude
of 10,000 ft. If the aircraft then descends to a lower altitude while the receiver
is operating in a degraded mode, this same 300-ft value is maintained as an
estimate of the new pressure altitude error. If the atmospheric scale-factor
error simply remained constant, then at an altitude of 5,000 ft, this estimate
would be in error by 150 ft. As a consequence, the GPS altitude solution
determined by the receiver is "corrupted" by this erroneous estimate of the
pressure altitude error. During a degraded GPS mode, the larger the
transition in altitude, the more pronounced this error becomes.
3.4.2 Determining the System Navigation Solution
The Kalman filter located in the CDU exists to provide a high-rate 50-
Hz system navigation solution that is smoother and potentially more
accurate than the GPS solution. In principle, the system navigation solution
is determined in an identical fashion as the 12.5-Hz navigation solution
described for the GPS receiver. Operating once every 8 seconds, the Kalman
filter in the CDU estimates the errors in the INS velocity and altitude. These
estimates are then extrapolated to the correct time of validity and then
differenced from the INS measurements to produce the 50-Hz system
solution. The Kalman filter located inside the GPS receiver uses pseudorange
and delta range measurements to determine these estimates. Yet, the Kalman
filter for the proposed navigation system must instead rely on the altitude
and velocity measurements supplied by the receiver to determine these
estimates. This limitation results from an NSA directive that prohibits these
pseudo- and delta range measurements from being transported across any
communications bus, including 1553. This restriction exists to avoid the
possibility that these measurements are recorded and then used to decipher
the algorithms needed to generate the SA/AS feature.
A block diagram describing the operation of the vertical navigation
channel for the proposed system is shown in Figure 3-3. Again, hlNS and
VZINS, represent INS altitude and vertical velocity, respectively. Similarly,
the terms ShINS and SVzlNS , respectively, represent INS altitude error and
INS vertical velocity error.
As a consequence of Eq. (3-17), the altitude accuracy of the GPS receiver
during a degraded mode is equivalent to the accuracy of the receiver's
estimate of the pressure altitude error. Due to the simplistic error model in
Eq. (3-18), the receiver's altitude measurements can be questionable during
these times. Further, no new GPS altitude information is learned from an
altitude measurement determined by the receiver using fewer than four
satellites. As a result, the Kalman filter in the proposed system correctly
ignores the receiver's altitude measurements during a degraded GPS mode.
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Figure 3-3. Block Diagram of Proposed Navigation System Operation.
The operation of the Kalman filter in the proposed navigation system
can be visualized using the analogy of making photocopies of an original
document. The raw satellite measurements represent "first-generation
copies" of the true altitude experienced by the aircraft. The measurements
from the GPS receiver are then "second-generation" representations of these
near original copies. The proposed system's filter must use these second-
generation measurements to produce its higher rate navigation solution.
During a degraded GPS mode, these second-generation measurements from
the receiver can be poor replications of the true altitude experienced by the
aircraft. For these times, the filter in the proposed system correctly ignores
measurements from the receiver and attempts to determine the aircraft's true
altitude using a sophisticated error model.
3.4.2.1 Kalman Filter Design
The three error measurements processed by the Kalman filter are: INS
altitude error, INS vertical velocity error, and pressure altitude error. The
measurement matrix within the Kalman filter appears as:
GPSlt - INS
S GPS -INS
vz vz
GPS -B
alt - P (3-19)
During normal GPS operations, these measurements occur once every
8 s. This duration was selected following a covariance analysis for the
microprocessor used in the proposed navigation design.
In addition to the three INS error states of altitude, vertical velocity,
and vertical acceleration (e.g., ShINS, v z , Saz), the last two error states of the
vertical channel Kalman filter are pressure altitude error, Bp, and a
state, 8 CADCSF, representing the error in the atmospheric scale-factor error
used to estimate Bp.
Expressing the system dynamics in the state-space form
i = Fx+ bu+ Q (3-20)
where u is a scalar representing a deterministic input. Both F and Q in
Eq. (3-20) are matrices with F representing the system dynamics and Q the
process noise or the amount of uncertainty in the system model. The five-
state vertical filter appears as:
SINS
alt
* -k1 1 0 kl 0 6 INS alt 0
SINS
INSvv -k2 0 1 k2 0 SINSvv 0
xI INSacc -k3 0 0 k3 0 INSacc + 0 u + Q (3-21)
* 0 00 0 V BP 0
B z_cadc
p 0 0 0 0 0 CADCSF 1
SCADCSF
As shown in Eq. (3-14), the dynamics for the pressure altitude error
state appear as a deterministic atmospheric scale-factor error multiplied by the
time rate of change of pressure altitude.12 This error, S CADCSF, represents
the final state in the vertical filter. The dynamics for this state are modeled as
the deterministic input, u, which is calculated as
S( CADCSF new -3 5CADCSF old)u = - - (3-22)
Atime
The significance of the pressure altitude error state is seen in Eq. (3-21).
All three INS filter states rely on this pressure altitude error state to
determine their error estimates. Since these estimates are used to calculate
the navigation solution for the proposed system, the filter model used for the
pressure altitude error state is critical.
The three gain coefficients for the INS error states in Eq. (3-21) are based
on similar coefficients used by the filter inside the INS. Within this device,
these gain coefficients vary as a function of the vertical dynamics of the
aircraft. This variation occurs to minimize the effects of atmospheric sensor
lag in the altitude measurements from the INS. During periods when the
aircraft is quickly changing altitudes, these coefficients decrease allowing the
time constant within the INS to "open up." As a result, the altitude
measurements from the INS are not constrained as quickly to the potentially
lagged pressure altitude measurements. The gain coefficients in the Kalman
filter model for the proposed system are fixed. In an effort to minimize the
effects of sensor lag, the process noise term, Q, is increased for the INS error
states in Eq. (3-21) when the aircraft quickly transitions altitude.
In summary, unlike the GPS receiver, the filter design for the proposed
navigation system applies an atmospheric correction to cleverly model the
dynamics for the pressure altitude error model. In addition, this filter design
is also able to compensate for nominal errors in its estimate of the pressure
altitude error. This result is demonstrated in the following section.
12The model currently implemented in the proposed system uses vertical velocity from the INS
instead of a time rate of change of pressure altitude.
3.5 Simulation of Atmospheric Error Model
A simulation modeling the two Central Air Data Computer error states
of the Kalman filter for the proposed navigation system was developed using
Matlab. Using both simulated as well as actual flight test data as inputs to this
simulation, the performance and capabilities of these two filter states were
investigated.
3.5.1 Description of Simulated System Model
An academic approach was taken in the construction of this system
model. The pressure altitude error state (Bp) was developed using the
derivation presented in Section 3.3.2 where the vertical velocity is calculated
from the measured pressure altitude differences (e.g., Vz_CADC). This
formulation demonstrates the theoretically correct method of modeling this
error state over the more pragmatic use of vertical velocity supplied by the
INS. Simulations, and later flight test data, were used to validate the
functionality of this more scholastic model. These results demonstrated that
this model provides an excellent high-rate navigation solution. A benefit of
using the measured pressure altitude differences in Eq. (3-21) is that these
measurements are the actual inputs to the INS. Even if these measured
pressure differences are in error, these differences still represent the actual
inputs "driving" the INS errors. 13
3.5.2 Potential Benefits of Kalman Filter Design
An initial concern for the Kalman filter design in the proposed
navigation system was the benefits of even including the atmospheric scale-
factor error term as a state in the filter. Although this term is mostly
deterministic, errors do exist in its calculation. These errors largely result
from sensor errors in the measurements from the Central Air Data
Computer. In the filter's design, no direct measurements occur for the
atmospheric scale-factor error state. An analysis was performed to show that
through the correlation that develops between the pressure altitude and the
atmospheric scale-factor error states, the Kalman filter is able to determine the
errors in its estimate of this later filter state. Using the Matlab algorithms
developed for this study, simulations were performed for both a two-state
13 The author acknowledges Mr. James Donna, who developed the derivation of this model and
explained the benefits of its use.
filter model and a one-state filter model. These algorithms are shown in
Appendix A.
The two-state model included both the pressure altitude and
atmospheric scale-factor error states, while the one-state model only included
the pressure altitude error state. Standard-day atmosphere measurements for
pressure, gravity, and temperature served as inputs to the simulation. To
simulate a worst-case temperature sensor error, these temperature
measurements were then "corrupted" with a positive 3 percent scale-factor
error along with a normally distributed random bias having a mean of zero
and standard deviation of 1°K. In this simulation, GPS altitude
measurements served as the reference source for the Kalman filter. With the
exception of the temperature sensor, no measurement noise was added for
any measurements, including GPS altitude. Nonetheless, the measurement
noise value (denoted by the letter R in the filter design) for both models was
selected such that the Kalman filter still weighted the GPS measurements
based on their expected error characteristic of a having a 30-ft standard
deviation error. Further, the process noise value (Q) for the pressure altitude
error state in both models was identical. Based on typical atmospheric and
sensor scale-factor errors, a realistic value for Q was selected for the
atmospheric scale-factor error state in the two-state model. The noise values
for Q and R are shown in the Matlab algorithms included in Appendix A. For
both simulations, the Central Air Data Computer measurements occurred at a
rate of 12.5 Hz. When available, the GPS measurements occurred once every
8 s similar to the Kalman filter design in the proposed system.
The series of plots shown in Figure 3-4 resulted from these
simulations. The first row contains the simulated aircraft altitude trajectory
and the errors in the estimate of pressure altitude when no GPS
measurements were available. The next row contains the results from the
two-state model. In this row, the first plot depicts the errors in the estimate of
pressure altitude when eight initial GPS measurements were processed before
a complete GPS outage occurred, which lasted for the remaining duration of
the 5-min simulation window. The next plot describes the error in the
estimate of pressure altitude when GPS measurements were consistently
available throughout the 5-min simulation window. These identical results
for the one-state model are shown in the last row of plots.
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Figure 3-4. Simulated Results for a Temperature Sensor Error.
Although plausible, the simulated performance for the two-state filter
is idealistic due to the selection of a constant-temperature scale-factor error.
As a result, the Kalman filter for the two-state model was able to largely
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estimate this error following the first GPS measurement. Simulating a
constant scale-factor error of 0.3 percent for the pressure sensor, similar
results occurred for the two-state model. These simulations demonstrate the
potential benefits and establish the validity of keeping this error state in the
current filter design. This conclusion was further validated using flight test
data as an input to the two-state model.
4.0 Flight Test Results
The flight test results presented are from the proposed navigation
system that was flown on specially modified A-10s. The results from two
representative test flights are included in this analysis. These test flights were
conducted near Sacramento, California and Las Vegas, Nevada.
In the first test flight, the aircraft flew a routine test profile, and in the
second test flight, the aircraft performed a series of weapons deliveries.
Approximately 90 min of flight data were recorded from the first flight, and
approximately 45 min were recorded from the second. An analysis is
presented in this research for an "interesting" window lasting approximately
5 min from each of these flights.
4.1 Reference Source
The reference source for these flight test results are Differential GPS
(DGPS) measurements that were determined in post processing from the
aircraft's recorded satellite information data. These differential
measurements were furnished by Edwards Air Force Base, California. Due
the relative distances between the aircraft and the ground-based differential
receiver, an approximate error of 6 to 10 ft results in this reference altitude
solution. The reference solution was determined at a maximum rate of 1 Hz.
This rate corresponds to the measurement rate for the GPS receiver on the
aircraft. At a minimum, in order for a reference measurement to result, the
receiver on board the aircraft must have been tracking four satellites in state 5
operations. Yet, these conditions do not necessarily guarantee that a reference
measurement will be available.
A limitation with this DGPS reference solution is especially evident in
the flight test results from the second flight. The mission requirements for
the A-10 cause satellite drop-outs to occur, yet during a degraded mode, no
reference measurements are available. Therefore, the degradation in altitude
accuracy can not be assessed quantitatively throughout an operational
mission for the A-10 using this reference source.
4.2 Flight #1: Moderate Vertical Maneuvering
4.2.1 Flight Profile Description
The upper plot in Figure 4-1 depicts the 50-Hz system altitude solution
along with the DGPS measurements, and the lower plot displays the satellite
availability during this portion of the flight.
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For this study, moderate vertical maneuvering is defined as an
absolute vertical velocity less than 120 ft/s. Following the initial climb to
6,000 ft, the aircraft's absolute vertical velocity remained below this value. As
shown in Figure 4-1, throughout a vast majority of this period, the GPS
receiver was operating using measurements from four satellites.
Furthermore, following the first DGPS reference measurement at
approximately 0:30 min, no satellite constellation changes occurred
throughout the remainder of this period.
4.2.2 Analysis
In this analysis, the aircraft's altitude residuals are formed by
differencing the DGPS reference measurements from the altitude source
being analyzed. A plot of pressure altitude residuals as a function of the
DGPS reference altitude shows that a hysteresis results (see Figure 4-2). This
hysteresis occurs primarily due to lag in the pressure sensor during vertical
maneuvering. When the aircraft is in a climb, this lag causes the pressure
altitude to indicate a lower than normal value, and while in a dive, this lag
causes pressure altitude to indicate a higher than normal value.
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Figure 4-2 Pressure Altitude Residuals.
A similar hysteresis occurs for the proposed system altitude residuals
shown in Figure 4-3. This result indicates that the system altitude solution is
highly dependent on pressure sensor measurements. This dependence
results from the pressure measurements used in the atmospheric model for
the filter's pressure altitude error state. Between nominal 8-s GPS
measurement, the Kalman filter must rely on pressure sensor measurements
used in this error model to determine a system altitude solution.
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Figure 4-3. Proposed System Altitude Residuals.
A comparison of the GPS receiver and the proposed system altitude
residuals are shown in Figure 4-4.
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From figure 4-4, during periods of low to moderate vertical
maneuvering, the GPS altitude "bias" error appears to be around 25 to 30 ft.
Due to its longer reliance on measurements from the pressure sensor, the
system altitude solution is much more affected by pressure sensor lag than
the GPS receiver's altitude solution. The influence of lag in the receiver's
altitude measurements results from the aiding by pressure altitude.
A point of interest in Figure 4-4 is the nearly 40 ft "step change" in the
receiver's altitude error occurring at approximately 3:30 min. No satellite
constellation change or degraded GPS mode occurred to explain this sudden
transition. An investigation revealed that a timing anomaly occurred in the
recorded data from the GPS receiver during this period, which caused a
measurement cycle to be omitted. Following an extensive analysis, a
reasonable hypothesis is that this large step change resulted from an error in
post processing the data and not from an error in the GPS receiver's altitude
measurement.
For this period examined, a comparison was done of the altitude
measured by the proposed navigation system (50 Hz), GPS receiver (12.5 Hz),
pressure altitude from the Central Air Data Computer (25 Hz), and the
hydrostatic equation (12.5 Hz). The rate for the hydrostatic equation was
limited due to a technical oversight that caused the normally 25-Hz
temperature measurements to be recorded at only 12.5 Hz. Table 4-1 contains
these results.
Table 4-1. Altitude Errors from Different Measurements Sources.
Altitude Proposed CADC
Measurement Navigational GPS Receiver Pressure Hydrostatic
Source System Altitude Equation
mean error 30.6 ft 22.7 ft 181.1 ft not applicable
std deviation 34.6 ft 10.9 ft 36.3 ft 20.4 ft
The results for the hydrostatic equation were obtained using the
trapezoidal integration algorithm described in Ref. [6]. The mean error is not
applicable because the initial condition for this numerical integration is not
well defined. As a result, an arbitrary value can be selected such that an
overall zero-mean solution occurs for the integration. A thorough
examination of this altitude measurement is presented for the GPS outage
analysis.
Table 4-1 demonstrates that while largely operating in a normal mode,
the altitude measurements from the GPS receiver provide the most accurate
measure of the aircraft's true altitude. The plot of the altitude residuals in
Figure 4-4 demonstrates that during normal operations, the altitude errors
from the GPS receiver largely appear to be as a pseudobias. Further, the effects
of sensor lag cause the altitude errors from the proposed navigation system to
closely follow the vertical trajectory of the aircraft. As a result, during normal
GPS operations, a larger altitude error occurs for the proposed navigation
system than the GPS receiver. The next test flight presented highlights the
effects of atmospheric sensor lag during weapons delivery.
4.3 Flight #2: Aggressive Vertical Maneuvering
4.3.1 Flight Profile Description
In this flight, the aircraft performed a series of 12 dive bombs followed
by a series of 12 strafing passes. A plot of the aircraft's altitude trajectory along
with the DGPS reference measurements during these 24 weapons deliveries is
shown in Figure 4-5.
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Figure 4-5. Altitude Profile for Flight #2.
The shortcomings of the DGPS reference solution is clearly evident in
Figure 4-5. Because of satellite drop-outs, reference measurements were not
available during a significant portion of each weapons delivery.
The period examined from this flight contains the first weapons
delivery and corresponds to a time where numerous reference measurements
were available. The dive angle for this weapons delivery was 30 deg and the
initial altitude was 9,000 ft. The aircraft recovered from the dive at an altitude
slightly below 6,000 ft with weapons release likely occurring 600 to 700 ft prior.
The top plot in Figure 4-6 shows the aircraft's altitude trajectory for this
period along with the DGPS reference superimposed. The bottom plot shows
the number of satellites in State 5 operations during this period. This plot
demonstrates that during a diving weapons delivery, a degraded GPS mode
will likely occur.
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To better analyze the results from this test flight, a typical A-10 diving
weapons delivery is described. To began the attack, an A-10 pilot would fly
the aircraft so that the target is situated off the wing. From this "base"
position, the pilot would then enter a 120 deg bank and aggressively "pull"
the aircraft in order to began a descent while lining up on the target. This
roll-in maneuver lasts approximately 5 s. Once established on "final" for the
target, a pilot will normally maintain a constant dive rate until after weapons
release. Shortly after pickling the weapon, the pilot will then execute an
aggressive escape maneuver to avoid the weapons fragmentation envelope or
hostile ground threats.
From Figure 4-7, the first degraded mode resulted during the roll-in
and lasted between 1 and 2 s. The next occurred while the aircraft was in the
dive and lasted for only 1 s. The series of degraded modes immediately
following the dive likely resulted from the pilot executing the escape
maneuver. The final 4 s degraded mode may have resulted from the pilot
maneuvering the aircraft to "score" the weapon's effectiveness.
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4.3.2 Analysis of GPS Receiver Performance
The altitude performance of the GPS receiver is shown in Figure 4-8.
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Figure 4-8. GPS Receiver's Altitude Performance.
Just prior to the diving delivery, when the aircraft's vertical velocity
was low, the GPS bias error appeared to be approximately 5 ft. Throughout
the dive portion of the delivery, DGPS reference measurements were not
available. A lone DGPS reference measurement did appear at the bottom of
the dive. This measurement occurred within 2 s of the typical weapons
release time for this delivery. The GPS receiver's altitude error
corresponding to this reference measurement is 10 ft. This error is consistent
with the apparent GPS altitude bias error. The mean and standard deviation
error of the receiver throughout this period was 6.8 ft and 7.1 ft, respectively.
This low mean is attributable to the low GPS bias error that also appeared to
switch from a positive to a negative value following the dive.
During weapons delivery, the receiver was using four satellite
measurements throughout a majority of the dive. As a result, the receiver
provided an accurate altitude measurement near the time of weapons release.
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4.3.3 Analysis of Proposed System Performance
The DGPS reference measurements shows that the altitude determined
by the proposed navigation system suffered from the effects of lag especially
during the diving portion of the weapons delivery. The aircraft began this
dive with a vertical velocity of approximately -300 ft/s, and completed the
dive with a vertical velocity in excess of -350 ft/s. For this velocity, at an
altitude of 6,000 ft, pressure sensor lag causes an errors of =160 ft in the
measurement of pressure altitude Ref. [13]. The altitude performance for the
proposed navigation system is shown in Figure 4-9.
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A lengthy 8-s time delay occurs between GPS receiver measurements
for the Kalman filter in the proposed system. An additional 8-s delay results
if the receiver is in a degraded mode at the time a filter measurement should
occur. For the period just prior to and shortly following weapons release, the
results of these altitude measurements in the Kalman filter are shown
graphically in Figure 4-10.
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Figure 4-10. Kalman Filter Measurements.
The Kalman filter accepted one altitude measurement while the
aircraft was established in the dive. Approximately 7 s later, the lone DGPS
reference measurement occurred at the bottom of the dive. This reference
measurement showed the proposed system's altitude to be in error by -174 ft.
One second after this DGPS reference measurement, the Kalman filter
accepted another GPS altitude measurement from the receiver. Following
this measurement, the filter was then without a GPS measurement for the
next 24 s. During this time, the GPS receiver was in a degraded mode for
nearly 8 s. Near the end of this 24-s period, the aircraft was in a climb with an
average vertical velocity of approximately 85 ft/s. A set of DGPS reference
measurements show that the altitude errors for both the proposed navigation
system and the GPS receiver to be relatively large during this portion of the
climb. These errors are shown graphically in Figure 4-11. The first DGPS
measurement appears 4 s after the series of degraded GPS modes following
weapons delivery.
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Throughout the period shown in Figure 4-11, since four satellite
measurements were consistently available, the altitude errors in the receiver
generally tended toward the GPS bias error. Despite the Kalman filter
receiving a GPS altitude measurement update during this period, the altitude
errors in the proposed system tended in the opposite direction as a result of
sensor lag caused by the climb.
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5.0 Observations
5.1 General Results
* Degraded GPS modes occur during diving weapons delivery.
* Sensor lag is a concern.
With the current single GPS antenna design, momentary operations in
a degraded GPS modes are practically inevitable during diving weapons
deliveries. For the weapons delivery presented, the duration for these
degraded modes was shown to be minor. From the time the aircraft rolled in
until weapons release, these degraded modes lasted between 1 and 2 s.
In the absence of a GPS measurement, an atmospheric pressure
measurement is required to determine aircraft altitude. During vertical
maneuvering, this measurement is sensitive to sensor lag errors. These
errors are visible in the results of the proposed system and highlighted during
the diving weapons delivery. The analysis showed that sensor lag is a
concern that must be minimized for accurate weapons delivery during a dive.
5.2 Performance Results
* GPS bias error must be removed to consistently satisfy performance goal.
* Receiver is capable of satisfying performance goal during weapons delivery.
Due to the GPS altitude "bias" error, the performance goal defined for
this study was not and can not be satisfied consistently using conventional
GPS measurements. Although this error was not as pronounced in the test
results presented from the weapons delivery flight, this bias error has an
approximate standard deviation value that is 7 ft greater than the
performance goal. In the results presented from the first test flight, the GPS
bias error and the performance goal appeared to be nearly equal. Prior to the
diving delivery in the second test flight, this bias error appeared to be around
5 ft.
As a result of the GPS bias error, both the receiver and the proposed
system did not consistently satisfy the performance goal during the first test
flight. Nonetheless, the receiver was generally closer to satisfying this goal
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than the proposed system. Due to a smaller GPS bias error during the
weapons delivery flight, the GPS receiver performed remarkably well.
Within 2 s following the typical weapons release time for this delivery, a
DGPS reference measurement demonstrated that the receiver satisfied the
performance goal by 13 ft. With the exception shown in Figure 4-10, the
receiver also consistently satisfied the performance goal throughout this
entire portion of the test flight.
A summary of the observations for the proposed navigation system are
as follows:
* Filter weight for GPS measurements is too low.
* Measurement rate in the filter is too long.
* Error model is affected by lag.
When four satellites are used to determine its navigation solution, the
GPS receiver provides the most consistently accurate measure of the aircraft's
true altitude. The proposed navigation system must take greater advantage of
these measurements to consistently satisfy the performance goal.
Momentary, yet ill-timed, degraded modes can appear as an extended GPS
outage for the Kalman filter due to the lengthy time delay between
measurements. During a high-speed climb or dive, an extended period
without a GPS measurement was shown to be detrimental to altitude
accuracy. Finally, the atmospheric error model devised for this filter is a
clever means to account for aircraft altitude changes between GPS
measurements, but this model suffers from lag errors during moderate or
greater vertical maneuvering.
5.3 GPS Outage
Without removing the GPS bias error, the performance goal can not be
consistently satisfied even during normal GPS operations. As a result, this
GPS outage analysis will focus on the condition of the aircraft having a near
zero altitude error resulting from DGPS measurements just prior to an outage
occurring. A potentially limiting factor for satisfying this performance goal is
the accuracy of the atmospheric sensor measurements. For example, the
pressure sensor can nominally cause an altitude error greater than half the
performance goal. Therefore, using the DGPS measurements, the Kalman
filter for this analysis is assumed to have exactly estimated the nominal
sensor errors causing them to be effectively near zero.
Following a complete GPS outage, the altitude measuring devices
available to the aircraft are the Central Air Data Computer, INS and radar
altimeter. If the aircraft remains at a low enough altitude, then the
performance goal could be satisfied using the radar altimeter. Yet, restricting
the aircraft to only low-altitude deliveries is not a practical alternative during
a GPS outage. Therefore, in the absence of violent updrafts such as a
thunderstorm, Eq. (3-4) represents the most accurate altitude measure
available throughout the tactical altitude range of the A-10. The Kalman
filter design in the proposed navigation system essentially uses this equation
to determine the aircraft's altitude in the absence of GPS measurements.
The altitude trajectory for Figure 5-1 is from the first test flight. The
performance results shown in this figure were obtained using the recorded
atmospheric sensor data from this flight and the numerical integration
method described in Ref. [6]. An initial condition for this integration was
selected such that a zero mean error resulted. For this flight, an approximate
atmospheric scale-factor error of 3.3 percent occurred at an altitude of 5,750 ft.
Aircraft's Altitude Trajectory for GPS Outage Analysis
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Figure 5-1. GPS Outage Analysis.
From Figure 5-1, due to the effects of sensor lag during the initial climb,
the performance goal was exceeded after 30 s. Yet, the errors due to lag are not
permanent. Following periods of low vertical maneuvering the sensors do
"catch up" from the effects of lag, which is apparent at 2:30 min in Figure 5-1.
Given an initial near-zero altitude error, if the aircraft remained in the
same general vicinity and only performed level weapons deliveries, the time
duration before the performance goal is exceeded can theoretically be as long
as the mission duration. The requirement that the aircraft remain in the
same vicinity is due to the horizontal variations in pressure altitude as
described by Table 2-6. A temporal variation does occur for pressure altitude,
but over a typical mission duration, this variation is not considered
significant. Likewise, the restriction that the aircraft perform only level
deliveries is necessary due to altitude errors caused by sensor lag during
vertical maneuvering. Yet, limiting the A-10 to only level deliveries or to
low-altitude deliveries are not acceptable alternatives for satisfying the
performance goal during a GPS outage. The next section addresses potential
solutions to allow the performance goal to be consistently satisfied without
these restrictions.
5.4 Potential Solutions
This section describes potential solutions to minimizing altitude errors
during routine GPS operations and also during a GPS outage scenario. The
analysis showed that the two primary altitude error sources limiting the
consistent achievement of the performance goal by the proposed system are
the GPS bias error and sensor lag. The use of real-time Differential GPS
measurements are an excellent means of eliminating this altitude bias error.
In the absence of a DGPS measurement, another method of effectively
removing this bias is to incorporate low-altitude measurements from a radar
altimeter. This method is further discussed in Section 5.4.1.1. Once this bias
error is removed, the primary error source that remains is the effects of
sensor lag.
Directly using the receiver's output and circumventing the proposed
system filter is not considered a reliable alternative. This consideration
results because of the adverse effects caused by the pressure altitude error
model described in Eq. (3-18) during degraded modes. Thus, more robust
methods of using GPS measurements to counter the effects of lag are
presented in this section.
5.4.1 Minimize Effects of Sensor Lag
The errors caused by atmospheric sensor lag are not included in the
model used for the design of the Kalman filter in the proposed system. As a
result, an academically valid method of compensating for this error is to
incorporate into the filter's design a model describing atmospheric sensor lag.
Although an analytic model can be developed, implementation of this
method is complex and is also susceptible to extrapolation errors. Thus, more
pragmatic approaches are addressed to counter the effects of sensor lag. The
first method discussed integrates vertical velocity to defeat lag and is the
approach taken by Rockwell-Autonetics for a similar GPS integration on the
USAF F-111 D/F. In addition, this method is also an effective means for
minimizing altitude error during a GPS outage scenario. The following three
methods presented all involve modifications to the proposed navigation
system. These methods are only effective when GPS measurements are
available.
These four solution methods can be summarized as follows:
* Integrate vertical velocity (F-111 model).
* Increase Kalman filter's measurement rate.
* Cause GPS measurements to be available more consistently.
* "Q-bump" the altitude error state in the Kalman filter when IVI > 45 ft/s.
5.4.1.1 Integrate Vertical Velocity
Due to a low-altitude precision strike requirement for the F-111, the
vertical navigation channel was designed for the sole purpose of minimizing
altitude error. A key factor that motivated the architecture for this design was
the effects of sensor lag during weapons delivery. The altitude accuracy from
this design is reported to consistently satisfy the performance goal established
for this study. A simplified model of this vertical navigation channel design
is described in this section.
This design consists of a GPS receiver, a radar altimeter, and an INS.
The INS in this design is stabilized using the altitude calculated from the
hydrostatic equation. Using the aircraft's extremely accurate radar altimeter,
low-altitude measurements taken over an ideal update point, such as a lake,
are used to determine the GPS bias error. Effectively, this technique recreates
DGPS accuracy without the use of an external receiver or transmitter. A
fixed-variable gain filter along with a one-state Kalman filter are responsible
for determining the aircraft's altitude solution. A block diagram of the
vertical navigation channel design is shown in Figure 5-2.
Fixed-Variable Gain Filter
Figure 5-2. F-111's Vertical Navigation Channel Model. 14
GPS altitude measurements are processed by the Kalman filter in this
design every 6 s when the aircraft is in a weapons delivery mode. Once the
GPS bias error has been determined using the radar altimeter, GPS altitude
measurements are treated practically as an absolute reference source when the
receiver is tracking four satellites and has an EVE of less than 45 ft. Although
not a true discrete switch as depicted in the block diagram, when both of these
conditions are satisfied, the "bias-corrected" GPS measurements dominate the
aircraft's altitude solution. Further, these "corrected" GPS measurements are
also used to prevent integration drift for the hydrostatic equation and the
vertical velocity for the INS.
When four satellite measurements are not available or do not satisfy
the EVE criteria, the system altitude is calculated from a weighted
14 Figure 5-2 and Figure 5-3 both resulted from telephone conversations with Mr. Mike Jackson
who is an engineer for Rockwell.
combination of externally integrating the vertical velocity from the INS and
numerically integrating the hydrostatic equation. The relative weighting of
these two altitude measures is assigned using a fixed-variable gain filter. The
filter design resulted from analysis of extensive F-111 flight data conducted by
Rockwells 5. This analysis showed that for the F-111, an accurate altitude
measurement occurred using the hydrostatic equation for absolute vertical
velocities below 45 ft/s. The results of pressure sensor lag began to noticeably
affect the accuracy of the hydrostatic equation for absolute vertical velocities
between 45 and 95 ft/s. For absolute vertical velocities in excess of 120 ft/s,
the effects of sensor lag completely nullified the use of the hydrostatic
equation as a means for accurately determining altitude. The function
describing the filter weight assigned to the altitude measurement calculated
from integrating INS vertical velocity is shown in Figure 5-3.
F-111 Lag Analysis Model for Integrated VelocityDue to integration error, the Fixed-Variable Gain Filter
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error value reported for the F-111 is Figure 5-3. F-111 Weighting Function
approximately 1 ft/s. Using this
error value, integrating vertical velocity during an 8-s high-speed diving
delivery would introduce an 8-ft altitude error 16. Once the GPS bias is
removed, the altitude accuracy prior to entering this high-speed dive can be
expected to be between 9 and 12 ft. Consequently, for this weapons delivery
scenario, the altitude accuracy during weapons release is approximately 20 ft.
15 The results for this analysis conducted by Rockwell were explained by Mr. Mike Jackson
during a telephone conversation.
16 A similar weapons delivery example for the F-111 was suggested by Mr. Jackson during a
telephone conversation.
This figure is consistent with the trend reported for altitude accuracy
measurements during F-111 flight tests.
The precision strike requirement for the F-111 is only for a single
delivery. This requirement is not intended to be satisfied for consecutive
back-to-back diving deliveries. As demonstrated in the second test flight, the
A-10 can perform multiple back-to-back diving passes with times as short as
30 s following the climb out from the previous delivery. This distinction is
critical since the F-111 model externally integrates vertical velocity from the
INS, which causes an error component to be continually summed into the
overall system altitude solution. If this integration continues unimpeded,
then the system altitude error will exceed the performance goal established
for this study by an order of magnitude within minutes.
Integrating vertical velocity has been demonstrated by the F-111 as an
effective method of defeating lag during weapons delivery. Since the vertical
navigation channel model described for the F-111 effectively removes the
GPS bias error, this model also consistently satisfies the performance goal
defined for this research. Due to the errors resulting from continuously
integrating velocity, this model should be strictly reserved for weapons
delivery and not used during routine navigation. As such, different
techniques are possible to initiate to use of this vertical channel model. For
instance, this model could be engaged manually by the pilot just prior to
attacking a target or engaged automatically when the pilot arms a weapon.
The next three solution methods presented specifically address
minimizing sensor lag using the architecture design of the proposed
navigation system.
5.4.1.2 Increase Measurement Rate
When GPS measurements from four satellites are available, the most
effective method to counter the effects of lag is to increase the measurement
rate for the Kalman filter. By increasing the measurement rate, less reliance
is placed by the filter on the pressure measurement. As a result, the effects of
sensor lag are minimized. Ideally, if processor throughput allows, the
measurements should occur at a rate of once a second corresponding to the
measurement rate in the GPS receiver.
5.4.2.3 Cause Valid Measurements to be Available
This method addresses the probable condition where processor
throughput limits the amount that the measurement rate can be increased.
As a result, this method attempts to consistently supply the Kalman filter
with valid four satellite measurements at each measurement update cycle. 17
The proposed system currently stores or "buffers" over the previous 8 s
both the five Kalman filter states in Eq. (3-21) and the measurements from the
GPS receiver. The time associated with each four-satellite GPS measurement
in this buffer can be identified. For these times, the corresponding Kalman
filter estimates and covariances can be located in the buffer. Using Eq. (3-19), a
valid measurement can then be determined at each of these identified times.
Therefore, if a GPS degraded mode occurs at the filter's nominal
measurement time, the buffer could be used to determine an appropriate
four-satellite measurement for the Kalman filter. Two approaches for
implementing this scheme are discussed.
The first method is to construct polynomials describing the valid
measurements in the buffer. These polynomials could then be used to
extrapolate an appropriate measurement for the filter. The extrapolation
errors are minimized as the order of the polynomial increases. The second
method simply locates in the buffer the most recent valid measurement and
uses this measurement directly in the filter. This approach is analogous to
the operation of the GPS receiver during a degraded mode. Like the receiver,
this method completely ignores the atmospheric variations that have taken
place since this most recent four-satellite measurement occurred. During a
high-speed dive, this method is valid only if this most recent measurement
occurred within 1 to 2 s from the Kalman filter's measurement time.
The first method involves a more complicated process than the second
method. Yet, as the time duration between the most recent four-satellite
measurement and the Kalman filter's measurement time increases, the
validity of this later method degrades. Therefore, the method of using a
polynomial to extrapolate the results in the buffer is a more credible means of
consistently supplying the Kalman filter with a valid measurement at each
measurement update cycle.
17 This method was suggested by Mr. James Donna.
Merely causing a valid GPS measurement to be available to the
Kalman filter is not sufficient. A fundamental result demonstrated in the
flight tests was that the relative weight assigned by the filter to the GPS
altitude measurement must be further increased during times when the
errors due to sensor lag are pronounced. An example of this condition is
shown in Figure 4-11. During this climb, one GPS measurement occurred for
the Kalman filter. If the filter would have associated a stronger filter weight
to this measurement, the large errors during this period would have been
reduced since the system solution would have been driven toward the GPS
solution. Therefore, when the aircraft's vertical velocity causes the effects of
sensor lag to become noticeable, the filter must be instructed to ignore its
altitude estimate and strictly believe a valid four-satellite GPS measurement.
This is accomplish using a technique known as a "Q-bump."
5.4.2.4 "Q-bump"
Q-bumping is the technique of increasing the process noise value in
the Kalman filter when the amount of uncertainty in the physical system
increases. In the case of a constellation change, a large Q value is introduced
to the INS altitude error state for the Kalman filter in the proposed
navigation system. The effect of this Q-bump is twofold. First, the large Q
value momentarily "breaks" the correlation that has formed between vertical
velocity and altitude errors. It then dictates that the proposed system's
altitude solution immediately take on the new GPS altitude measurement
regardless of the aircraft's dynamics. This process was described in Section
3.4.2.1 to counter the effects of sensor lag. Yet, as the flight results
demonstrated, a larger Q is required to effectively minimize these effects.
From the F-111 analysis, an absolute vertical velocity of 45 ft/s is
selected as a transition velocity for addressing the effects of sensor lag.
Therefore, all atmospheric sensor measurements that occur when the
aircraft's vertical velocity exceeds this transition value must be treated as
being questionable due to lag. As a consequence, if a four-satellite
measurement is processed by the filter when the vertical velocity exceeds this
threshold, the Kalman filter must be directed to assume this measured
altitude value and to ignore the estimated value from its model. This is
accomplished through a Q-bump on the INS altitude error state. A concern
with this method is that weapons delivery must occur immediately following
this measurement or the effects of lag will again cause the altitude solution of
the proposed system to be in error. A potentially risky approach to minimize
the additional effects of lag following an initial Q-bump on the INS altitude
error state is to also perform a Q-bump on the pressure altitude error state.
The purpose for this additional Q-bump is twofold. First, it breaks the
correlation developed in the filter between the pressure altitude error state
and the atmospheric scale-factor error state. As a result, the effects of lag do
not corrupt the legitimate estimates developed for the errors in the later
Kalman filter state. Next, and more significantly, this Q-bump effectively
allows the model to develop a relationship between lagged pressure changes
to "true" altitude changes for a given constant vertical velocity. A
fundamental dilemma with Q-bumping the pressure altitude error state is the
altitude errors that would result if the lag relationship significantly changes
prior to a GPS measurement occurring.
5.4.3 GPS Outage
In the absence of GPS measurements, one of the primary issues that
limit satisfying the performance goal is sensor lag during a diving weapons
delivery. Different philosophies exist to counter the effect of lag. One
method is to attempt to estimate the lag using a Kalman filter. As discussed
earlier, this approach can be ineffective and impractical to implement
correctly. A more efficient solution method is to integrate vertical velocity
using a model similar to the one described in Figure 5-2.
Assuming a zero initial error condition, a one standard deviation INS
vertical velocity error of 2.0 ft/s can be integrated in a diving delivery for 11 s
before the performance goal is exceeded. In order to consistently satisfy the
performance goal with a model similar to the one described by Figure 5-2,
delivery tactics for the A-10 would need to be revised. This revision is
necessary to allow the atmospheric equation (Eq. (3-4)) time to catch-up from
atmospheric sensor lag before being used to reinitialize the system altitude
solution. This process would require that the aircraft fly in a level attitude for
several seconds prior to the next delivery. In a hostile combat environment,
the tactical ramifications for this condition must be carefully explored prior to
the implementation of this method.
In the absence of GPS measurements, altitude accuracy is dependent on
Eq. (3-4), whose validity is a function of the local atmospheric conditions.
While operating in a very humid environment, a virtual temperature
measurement is required in this equation to consistently satisfy the
performance goal during a GPS outage. If the A-10 must operate during
violent weather conditions that cause the primary assumption governing this
equation to be violated, the use of guided munitions may then be necessary to
achieve desired weapons delivery results.

6.0 Summary and Conclusions
The analysis conducted in this research concentrated on four main
areas: (1) weapons delivery, (2) the Kalman filter design and performance for
the proposed navigation system, (3) operational flight test results, and (4) the
implications for a GPS outage. Under each of these four general
classifications, a brief synopsis of the significant results from this research are
presented.
Weapons Delivery Analysis:
* Errors in altitude represent the most sensitive navigation error affecting
weapons delivery accuracy.
* The most sensitive release condition for an altitude error is a high-speed,
low-altitude, low-drag, level delivery.
Kalman Filter Design and Performance:
* Analysis of the GPS receiver's design showed that poor altitude
performance can be expected if a large altitude transition occurs during a
degraded mode.
* This analysis demonstrated a need to correctly account for the variations in
pressure altitude error as the aircraft transitions altitude.
* The atmospheric error model used in the Kalman filter design for the
proposed navigation system satisfies this requirement.
* This Kalman filter design is also capable of determining the errors in its
estimates of the atmospheric scale-factor error.
Flight Test Analysis:
* Removing the GPS bias is necessary to consistently satisfy the performance
goal.
* During diving weapons delivery, GPS degraded modes will likely result, but
their duration times can be relatively short.
* During routine operations, the GPS receiver performed remarkably well
and satisfied the performance goal for the diving weapons delivery
examined.
* Sensor lag represents a significant error source during diving deliveries for
the proposed navigation system.
Implications for a GPS Outage:
* Primary issues that limit satisfying the performance goal are the GPS bias
error prior to the outage, sensor lag, and the local atmospheric conditions.
* A design that minimizes the effects of lag is required for diving deliveries,
and integrating vertical velocity is an effective method.
* Architecture design for the vertical navigation channel must be carefully
examined in light of the aircraft's operational mission requirements.
In summary, this research served to provide insight into the possible
benefits and issues involved in using GPS altitude for weapons delivery in
the A-10. This research concludes that the effective implementation of GPS
technology will enhance weapons delivery accuracy for the A-10.
Due to the potentially poor performance from the GPS receiver during
a degraded mode, direct use of the GPS receiver is not a reliable method of
consistently determining aircraft altitude. Therefore, during a degraded
mode, a method is required to account for aircraft altitude changes. For
periods of low vertical maneuvering, an atmospheric altitude correction is an
excellent method, but at an increased vertical velocity, this method suffers
from measurement lag errors. Potential techniques were present in this
research to minimize this error.
This research also examined the implications of a GPS outage scenario
considering the defined performance goal. For this analysis, only practical
considerations for satisfying this goal were examined. Unreasonable
limitations, such as confining the A-10 to only level deliveries or to
deliveries from a low altitude block, were dismissed. Beside the GPS bias
errors, the primary issues limiting satisfying the performance goal were
found to be sensor lag and the local atmospheric conditions. Once the GPS
bias error is removed, the most effective method to satisfy the performance
goal is to use a weighted combination of the results from Eq. (3-4) and
integrated vertical velocity. Implementation of this design requires careful
consideration in light of the aircraft's operational mission requirements.
This method was originally designed to satisfy a one time, precision strike
requirement. During consecutive back-to-back diving deliveries, this design
method could result in a potentially gross altitude error.
In conclusion, before an initial navigational architecture design can be
formulated, a fundamental question that a GPS integrator must answer is:
How will altitude accuracy be maintained during periods of satellite
unavailability? The answer to this question then dictates the architecture
design for the vertical navigational channel.

7.0 Appendix
Appendix A: Matlab Algorithms & Functions
The following algorithms and functions are for the simulation of the
two and one state system filter models. The % symbol is used to denotes a
comment.
Two State Model
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Author: Nathan E. Smith
% Technical Assistance: Mr. James Donna & Dr David Carter
% synopsis:
% a two state test case for analyzing the merits of the
% atmospheric scale-factor error state, deltaSdot, in the
% Kalman filter design for the proposed navigation system
% the two states are Bp & S where
% Bp = h_cadc - h_gps
% Bp_dot = v_z*S_B + delta_S*v_z
% delta S dot = 0 where u = AS_B
% state dynamics appear as:
% xdot = Fx + bu + Gw
% z = Hx + v
clear;
t=0;
scale_factor_error=1.03; % range is 0.97 to 1.03
R1=8314.3; % (joules/K Kmol)
M=28.9644; % (kilograms/Kmol)
delta_t=0.08; % dt of 12.5 Hz
start=333; %start altitude
% Kalman filter matrix and vector definitions:
h=[1 0]; %measurement vector
Q=[1 0;0 1.375e-5]; % Process noise value
R=90; % Measurement noise in feet^2
% initialization routine
p_old=pressure_alt(start);% initial pressure determined from altitude
% regression relating pressure to temperature
t_old = 201.669 -0.000033*p_oldA2 + p_old*0.118402;
h_cadc_old = get hcadc(p_old); %initial pressure altitude
% initial calculation of the derivative of true altitude with respect to pressure:
bar=p_old/le3; % conversion to millibar
torr=bar*750.06; % conversion to Torr
p=torr*0.03937; % pressure in (in. Hg)
g=32.0397 + p_old*1e-3*0.183329 -(p_oldA2)*1e-6*0.050102; % gravity
con=R1/(M*g*0.3048A2); %(ft/K) where dP(htrue)=-con*(t/p)
diff h true_int=-l1*con*(t_old/p); %initial differential true altitude
% initial derivative of pressure altitude with respect to atmospheric pressure:
diff h cadcint=get_diffc_h_adc(p_old);
% initial atmospheric scale-factor error:
oldSB=(1 - (diff h true_int/diff_h_cadc_int));
state_last=[0;old_S_B]; %initial value for the state vector [Bp S]'
%Kalman filter initial conditions
x_hat_plus=state_last;
P_plus=[300 0;0 1]; %corresponds to a large initial covariance
stored_P_Bp(1)=P_plus(1,1); %initial Bp covariance stored
stored_P_S(1)=P_plus(2,2); %initial S covariance stored
%construction of the altitude trajectory
alt_trajectl= [ 11 2*ones(1,8) 3 3 4 5*ones(1,12) 6 7 8*ones(1,6) 9 10 11 12
13*ones(1,29)];
alt_traject2= [ 12 11 10*ones(1,4) 9 8 7*ones(1,5) 6 5 4 3 2 1];
alttraject3= [ 1*ones(1,29) 3 3 4 5*ones(1,16) 6 7 8*ones(1,9) 9 10 11 12
13*ones(1,19)];
alt_traject4= [ 12 12 11 10*ones(1,7) 9 8 7*ones(1,7) 6 5 5 4 3 2 1];
alttraject= [ alt_trajectl alt_traject2 alt_traject3 alttraject4 alt_traject3
alt_traject4];
alt_traject=press_alt_traject*333; % altitude trajectory scaled by a constant
xt= [0:.08:length(alttraject)-l]; %creates a 12.5 Hz CADC measurement rate
time= [0:length(press_alt_traject)-1];
long_traject=tablel ([time' press_alt_traject'],xt); % 12.5 Hz altitude trajectory
for t=l:length(long_traject), %start of the simulation loop
GPS=long_traject(t); % assigns altitude to variable GPS
%generates the truth
p_new=pressure_alt(GPS); % calculates pressure from GPS altitude trajectory
g=32.0397 + p_new*1e-3*0.183329 -(p_newA2)*1e-6*0.050102; % gravity model
temp=201.669 -0.000033*p_newA2+p_new*0.118402; % temperature model
temp=temp*scale_factor_error; %temperature corrupted (scale-factor error)
temp=temp +randn; %temperature corrupted with a random bias error
h_cadc_new=gethcadc(p_new); %current CADC pressure altitude
cadc_alt(t)=h_cadc_new; %stores pressure altitude determined by the CADC
diffhcadc(t)=getdiff_h_cadc(p_new); % derivative of pressure altitude
% calculation of the derivative of true altitude with respect to pressure:
bar=p_new/ le3;
torr=bar*750.06;
p=torr*0.03937; %(in. Hg)
con=R1 /(M*g*0.3048A2);%(feet/K) where dP(htrue)=-con*(t/p)
diff_htrue(t)=-1*con*(temp /p);
new_S_B=(1 - (diffhtrue(t)/diffh_cadc(t))); % atmospheric error
S_stored(t)=new_S_B; %S state is stored for later evaluation;
v_z_cadc=(h_cadc_new - h_cadc_old)/delta_t; % time rate of change
% for pressure altitude
h_cadc_old = h_cadc_new;
u(t) = (newS_B - old_S_B)/deltat; % deterministic driving input
old_S_B = newSB;
%state dynamic equations
F= [0 v z cadc
0 0];
b=[0;1];
[phi, gamma]=c2d(F,b,delta_t); % c2d is a Matlab function
Gl=eye(2);
%measurement equation
z=0;
if rem(t,100) ==0, % measurement occur once every 8 seconds
z=h_cadc_new - GPS;
end;
measurement(t)=z; % stores measurements
%"state estimate extrapolation" (from Ref. [14], pg 110)
x_hat_minus=phi* x_hat_plus +gamma*u(t);
P_minus=phi*P_plus*phi' + G1*Q*G'*delta_t;
%"state estimate update" (from Ref. [14], pg 110)
k=kalmangain(P_minus,h,R);
if z==0, k=[0;0]; end; % case when a GPS measurement is not available
x_hat_plus=x_hat_minus + k*(z - h*x_hat_minus);
store_x_hat_Bp(t)=x_hat_plus(1);
store_x_hat_S(t)=x_hat_plus(2);
P_plus=(eye(2) - k*h)*P_minus;
stored_P_Bp(t+1)=P_plus(1,1);
stored_P_S(t+1)=P_plus(2,2);
% atmospheric altitude correction applied to pressure altitude:
Bp_corrected(t) = h_cadc_new - x_hat_plus(1);
end; % simulation loop
true_Bp=cadc_alt'-long_traject; %calculates true pressure altitude error
plot(xt,(storex_hat_Bp-true_Bp'));grid on;
xlabel('time (seconds)');
ylabel('altitude (feet)');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
One State System Model
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Author: Nathan E. Smith
% synopsis:
% a one state test case for analyzing the effects of
% not including the atmospheric scale-factor error state
% the one state is Bp where
% Bp = h_cadc - h_gps
% Bp_dot = v_z*S_B + delta_S*v_z
% state dynamics appear as:
% x_dot = Fx + bu + Gw
% z=Hx+v
clear;
t=0;
scale_factor_error=1.03; % range is 0.97 to 1.03
R1=8314.3; % (joules/K Kmol)
M=28.9644; % (kilograms/Kmol)
delta_t=0.08; % dt of 12.5 Hz
start=333; %start altitude
% Kalman filter matrix and vector definitions:
h=[1]; % scalar used for filter measurement
Q=[1]; % Process noise value
R=90; % Measurement noise in feetA2
% initialization routine
p_old=pressurealt(start);% initial pressure determined from altitude
% regression relating pressure to temperature
t_old = 201.669 -0.000033*poldA2 + p_old*0.118402;
h_cadc_old = gethcadc(p_old); %initial pressure altitude
% initial calculation of the derivative of true altitude with respect to pressure:
bar=p_old/le3; % conversion to millibar
torr=bar*750.06; % conversion to Torr
p=torr*0.03937; % pressure in (in. Hg)
g=32.0397 + p_old*1e-3*0.183329 -(p_oldA 2)*1e-6*0.050102; % gravity
con=R1/(M*g*0.3048A2); %(ft/K) where dP(htrue)=-con*(t/p)
diff h true_int=-l1*con*(t_old/p); %initial differential true altitude
% initial derivative of pressure altitude with respect to atmospheric pressure:
diff h cadc_int=get_diff h_cadc(p_old);
% initial atmospheric scale-factor error:
old_SB=(1 - (diff h trueint/diff_h_cadc_int));
state_last=[0]; %initial value for the state [Bp]
%Kalman filter initial conditions
x_hat_plus=state_last;
P_plus=[300]; %corresponds to a large initial covariance
stored_P_Bp=P_plus; %initial Bp covariance stored
%construction of the altitude trajectory
alt_trajectl= [ 1 1 2*ones(1,8) 3 3 4 5*ones(1,12) 6 7 8*ones(1,6) 9 10 11 12
13*ones(1,29)];
alt_traject2= [12 11 10*ones(1,4) 9 8 7*ones(1,5) 6 5 4 3 2 1];
alt_traject3= [ 1*ones(1,29) 3 3 4 5*ones(1,16) 6 7 8*ones(1,9) 9 10 11 12
13*ones(1,19)];
alt_traject4= [12 12 11 10*ones(1,7) 9 8 7*ones(1,7) 6 5 5 4 3 2 1];
alt_traject= [ alttrajectl alt_traject2 alt_traject3 alt_traject4 alt_traject3
alt_traject4];
alt_traject=press_alt_traject*333; % altitude trajectory scaled by a constant
xt=[0:.08:length(alt_traject)-l]; %creates a 12.5 Hz CADC measurement rate
time=[0:length(pressalt_traject)-l];
long_traject=tablel([time' press_alttraject'],xt); % 12.5 Hz altitude trajectory
for t=l:length(long_traject), %start of the simulation loop
GPS=long_traject(t); % assigns altitude to variable GPS
%generates the truth
p_new=pressure_alt(GPS); % calculates pressure from GPS altitude trajectory
g=32.03 97 + p_new*1e-3*0.183329 -(p_newA2)*1e-6*0.050102; % gravity model
temp=201.669 -0.000033*p_newA2+p_new*0.118402; % temperature model
temp=temp*scale_factor_error; %temperature corrupted (scale-factor error)
temp=temp +randn; %temperature corrupted with a random bias error
h_cadc_new=gethcadc(p_new); %current CADC pressure altitude
cadc_alt(t)=h_cadc_new; %stores pressure altitude determined by the CADC
diff_h_cadc(t)=get_diff_h_cadc(p_new); % derivative of pressure altitude
% calculation of the derivative of true altitude with respect to pressure:
bar=p_new/ le3;
torr=bar*750.06;
p=torr*0.03937; %(in. Hg)
con=R1/ (M*g*0.3048A2);%(feet/K) where dP(htrue)=-con*(t/p)
diff_h_true(t)=-l1*con*(temp/p);
new_S_B=(1 - (diffhtrue(t)/diff hcadc(t))); % atmospheric error
v_z_cadc=(h_cadc_new - h_cadc_old)/delta_t; % time rate of change
% for pressure altitude
h_cadc_old = h_cadc_new;
%state dynamic equations
G1=1;
phi=1;
%measurement equation
z=0;
if rem(t,100) ==0, % measurement occur once every 8 seconds
z=h_cadc_new - GPS;
end;
measurement(t)=z; % stores measurements
%estimation
x_hat_minus=phi*x_hat_plus +(new_S_B * v_z_cadc *delta_t);
P_minus=phi*P_plus*phi' + G1*Q*Gl'*delta_t;
%"state estimate update" (from Ref. [14], pg 110)
k=kalman_gain(P_minus,h,R);
if z==0, k=[0;0]; end; % case when a GPS measurement is not available
x_hat_plus=x_hat_minus + k*(z - h*x_hat_minus);
store_x_hat_Bp(t)=x_hat_plus(1);
P_plus=(1 - k*h)*P_minus;
storedPBp(t+l )=P_plus;
% atmospheric altitude correction applied to pressure altitude:
Bp_corrected(t) = h_cadc_new - x_hatplus;
end; % simulation loop
trueBp=cadc_alt'-long_traject; %calculates true pressure altitude error
plot(xt,(store x_hat_Bp-true_Bp'));grid on;
xlabel('time (seconds)');
ylabel('altitude (feet)');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Functions
The two functions that are not germane to the Matlab library appear as
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function hp_feet=gethcadc(pressure);
% This function uses the identical algorithm and expansion coefficients
% used by the Central Air Data Computer to calculate pressure altitude
% in feet from measured atmospheric pressure ref [11]
bar=pressure/ le3;
torr=bar*750.06;
p=torr*0.03937; %(in. Hg)
% below are the declaration of the constants:
c=18.08; %precondition constant
a0=0.2172047;
al=-0.8216675;
a2=-0.15594167;
a3=-0.29378583; %values of a(n) are for p>=7.25 in. Hg
a4=-0.11748917;
a5=-0.19359167;
d=51000;
x=(p-c) /(p+c);
hp_feet=(((((a5*x+a4)*a3)*x+a3)*x+a2)*x+al)*x+a)*1.2*d;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function diffhcadc = get_diffhcadc(pressure)
% This function calculates the derivative of pressure altitude with
% respect to measured atmospheric pressure.
% The coefficent values for this function are identical to those used
% in the Central Air Data Computer ref [11]
bar=pressure/ le3;
torr=bar*750.06;
p=torr*0.03937; %(in. Hg)
% below are the declaration of the constants:
c=18.08; % precondition constant
k=1.2*51000;
al=-0.8216675;
a2=-0.15594167;
a3=-0.29378583; %values of a(n) are for p>=7.25 in. Hg
a4=-0.11748917;
a5=-0.19359167;
d=51000;
x=(p-c) / (p+c);
% dP(h_cadc) calculation:
diff h cadc= ((2*c*k)/(p+c)A2)*((al+x*(2*a2+x*(3*a3+x*(4*a4+x*5*a5)))));
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Appendix B: Supplemental Derivation for Filter Model
The derivation presented in this appendix is for the pressure altitude
error model described in Section 3.3.2 when the measured atmospheric
pressure is less than 7.25 in Hg. For this range of pressure values, the series
expansion algorithm used by the Central Air Data Computer to calculate
pressure altitude is shown in Eq. (B-1) from Ref. [12]. Likewise, the
coefficients for this algorithm are shown in Table B-1.
5 pa n
Hp = 400, 000 * Ian( (B-l)
Table B-1. CADC Coefficients for P < 7.25 in Hg.
Coefficient Value
a0 0.22842230
al -0.44955508
a2 0.76752448
a3 0.86278578
a4 0.53883123
a5 -0.14183419
Therefore, for P < 7.25 in. Hg
dhC C = k[al + 2a2x + 3a3x 2 + 4a4 x3 + 5a5 x4
where
k = 400,000
(B-2)
For P < 7.25 in Hg, Eq. (B-2) is used in place of Eq. (3-8) for the pressure
altitude error model shown in Eq. (3-14).
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